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ABSTRACT

Active sensing, which incorporates closed-loop behavioral selection of information during sensory acquisition, is an important feature of many sensory modalities. We used the rodent whisker tactile system as a platform for studying the role cortical sensory areas play in coordinating active sensing motions. We examined head and whisker motions of freely moving mice performing a tactile search for a randomly located reward, and found that mice select from a diverse range of available active sensing strategies. In particular, mice selectively employed a strategy we term contact maintenance, where whisking is modulated to counteract head motion and sustain repeated contacts, but only when doing so is likely to be useful for obtaining reward. The context dependent selection of sensing strategies, along with the observation of whisker repositioning prior to head motion, suggests the possibility of higher level control, beyond simple reflexive mechanisms. In order to further investigate a possible role for primary somatosensory cortex (SI) in coordinating whisk-by-whisk motion, we delivered closed-loop optogenetic feedback to SI, time locked to whisker motions estimated through facial electromyography. We found that stimulation regularized whisking (increasing overall periodicity), and shifted whisking frequency, changes that emulate behaviors of rodents actively contacting...
objects. Importantly, we observed changes to whisk timing only for stimulation locked to whisker protractions, possibly encoding that natural contacts are more likely during forward motion of the whiskers. Simultaneous neural recordings from SI show cyclic changes in excitability, specifically that responses to excitatory stimulation locked to whisker retractions appeared suppressed in contrast to stimulation during protractions that resulted in changes to whisk timing. Both effects are evident within single whisks. These findings support a role for sensory cortex in guiding whisk-by-whisk motor outputs, but suggest a coupling that depends on behavioral context, occurring on multiple timescales. Elucidating a role for sensory cortex in motor outputs is important to understanding active sensing, and may further provide novel insights to guide the design of sensory neuroprostheses that exploit active sensing context.
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CHAPTER ONE- Background

1.1 Importance of closed-loop feedback to improved neuroprosthetic design

The rapidly progressing fields of Brain Machine Interfaces (BMI) and neuroprosthetics have made exciting advances in restoring motor function to injured patients through electrical interfacing with the nervous system at various levels (reviewed in [1]). Two distinct but potentially complementary areas of focus have been interfaces targeting either the central or the peripheral nervous system.

A remarkable amount of progress has been made at decoding motor information from cortical recordings and using the signal to drive a computer cursor or prosthetic [2–10]. A wide variety of recording targets and outputs are possible, for example recording from areas implicated in speech production and decoding intended phonemes for use in a speech prosthesis [11]. Motor cortex BMI systems have become sophisticated enough to facilitate robust control of a robotic arm with many degrees of freedom, which may ultimately allow increased independence in daily tasks [12]. Despite progressing to human clinical trials on a motor cortex controlled BMI implant [13], significant hurdles such as long-term recording stability remain [14,15]. To date, the available systems rely heavily on visual feedback, while efforts to incorporate proprioceptive and tactile feedback have lagged behind the decoding of motor intent [16,17].
In parallel, significant strides have also been made in interfacing directly with peripheral motor efferents to bypass damaged regions and restore motor function to an upper or lower extremity. This process of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES), involves activating muscle groups in a coordinated manner through implanted or cutaneous peripheral nerve stimulation [18]. FES based approaches have had success in restoring upper extremity movement to tetraplegia patients, and have also been applied for indications such as urinary incontinence [19]. Upper extremity systems typically depend on a retained ability for small muscle movement (such as the shoulder or face muscles) in order to serve as a control signal. Stimulation specificity is achieved either by electrode design [20] or stimulus waveform selection [21]. While promising in some respects, these systems have encountered difficulties in commercialization due to high costs and difficulty in implementing outside a research setting, similar to challenges faced in commercializing BMIs. These two targets for restoring motor function may not be mutually exclusive — for example one might envision a system that records from a patient’s motor cortex to estimate intended motor movements, then implements that motion in the patient’s own muscles through an FES type system, rather than by actuating a robotic limb.

Both approaches share a common challenge in that they typically suffer from a functional limitation stemming from a lack of closed-loop feedback. Visual feedback (i.e evaluating cursor position relative to a target or visually observing the position of a prosthetic) has typically been employed as the sole or primary method of feedback. The importance of
closed-loop brain machine interfaces is increasingly realized, and much recent work has focused on methods for providing sensory feedback [16,17]. Stimulation targets for sensory feedback have included peripheral nerves (such as visual [22] and auditory [23]), brainstem [24], thalamus [25], and cortex [17,26–28]. An early, and somewhat indirect technique for incorporating somatosensory feedback into a motor BMI involved placing a vibrotactile actuator on an area of skin that retains afferent innervation [29], although the results have been less than optimal. Perhaps a more elegant strategy would be to provide stimulation in cortical sensory areas, while simultaneously decoding motor intent from motor areas. Such a strategy has been used in non-human primates to create artificial “textures” by delivering intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) at different frequencies when a monkey brings a cursor to various targets using a closed-loop BMI [26,30]. While demonstrating that a monkey can distinguish different frequencies of ICMS and incorporate that information into a task strategy, the perceptual quality of the stimulation is far from certain, and the description of different stimulation frequencies as textures appears premature. Other groups have sought to clarify the perceptual quality of ICMS and fine tune stimulation parameters in an effort to produce naturalistic percepts [31]. Using this information, there has been some success in delivering ICMS in a way that enables a money to perform a tactile discrimination task with comparable accuracy to natural touch [32]. The results from this discrimination task also suggest the importance of the timing of stimulation relative to behavior in determining how the stimulus is incorporated into the animal’s ongoing sensing strategy. In contrast to the “biomimetic” approaches described above that seek to deliver feedback that is natural and intuitive, so
called “learning based” methods deliver a feedback signal that is initially unfamiliar and allow the subject to learn how to incorporate the new information into their task strategy. For example, animals can learn to use information from cortical microstimulation that codes for information about hand position relative to a target (artificial proprioception) and are especially successful when this feedback can be combined with visual information [33].

Relatively more progress has been made in peripheral applications of sensory feedback, where electrical stimulation using Flat Interface Nerve Electrodes (FINE) has been shown to produce a variety of perceptions in different areas of the hand that are stable over long periods and are described by human test subjects as feeling similar to natural sensations [34,35]. The problem may be more tractable in the peripheral case, where if one can activate the right fibers, it is logical to suppose that exploiting a labeled line organization of sensory pathways may lead to electrical signals arriving in cortex that are difficult to distinguish from those that arrive naturally. In the case of central stimulation and recording, the problem is complicated by many factors. The system is massively underactuated, meaning that the number of stimulation targets (neurons) greatly exceeds the number of independent stimulation sources (electrodes, optical fibers, etc.) leading to difficulties in targeting stimulation to specific neurons [36]. Furthermore, an incomplete understanding of the complex, closed-loop nature of natural sensory processing makes the determination of optimal stimulation targets and parameters difficult. Developing a
better understanding of sensorimotor loops involved in active sensing is a key motivation driving our experiments in the rodent whisker system.

1.2 Understanding sensation as an active process

Rather than passively absorbing information from the environment, many sensory modalities incorporate active behaviors to improve sensory acquisition. In active sensing, future sensing behaviors are directed by previously acquired sensory information and by the behavioral goal [37]. One of the most accessible examples of an active sensing process is in the primate visual system [38,39]. In a classic visual system study, Yarbus tracked the eye motions of human subjects while they viewed a variety of photographs [39]. His studies showed that the saccadic eye motions made by a subject viewing a photograph of a human face did not systematically scan the image line by line, but rather fixed on and quickly moved between key points of interest (i.e. eyes, mouth, nose) with comparatively fewer visual excursions to the periphery. Additionally, when a subject was shown a photograph, vastly different eye motions were observed depending on the question the subject was asked about the image. These results together demonstrate vision as an active process where motions are driven both by previously acquired sensory information and by the current goal. Similar active sensing has been observed across many sensory modalities, for example the modulation of sniffing patterns in olfaction [40]. Active sensing is perhaps most prominent, however, in somatosensation, where tactile feedback plays a central role in directing future motions. Primates rely heavily on tactile feedback when manipulating objects and actively adapt sensing behaviors based
on the type of sensory information desired (texture, shape, weight, hardness, etc.) [41–45].

Active sensing in natural, unrestrained scenarios is often accomplished by coordinated motions of both the specific sensor involved and the overall positioning of the body. For example, in human vision there is a tight coordination between the motions of the eyes and head [46]. These motions are not independent, and require the ability to maintain a stable representation of relative positioning across multiple body parts, even in cases of self-motion [47]. In primate tactile sensation, active self-motion is critical to task performance [48] and requires tight coordination of multiple joints and muscle groups as well as tactile and positional feedback [49,50]. Understanding the sensory-motor integration that enables short-latency adaptations in sensing behavior in order to improve sensory acquisition is an important area of inquiry with implications for restoring and improving sensory function.

1.3 The rodent whisker system as a model for active touch

The rodent whisker system presents a well-studied platform to address outstanding questions in active tactile sensation, and is increasingly used as an analog for active touch in humans (reviewed in [51–54]). Mice and rats interrogate their surroundings through coordinated 10–20 Hz motions of large, external tactile hairs (whiskers). These motions can be actively modulated, for example in response to object contact. The whisker system is attractive for study in part because the motion of both the whiskers and the body can be
observed in a straightforward manner (i.e. through analysis of high speed video) in order to quantify sensing behaviors. The kinematics of whisking have been well studied.

Whisking in rats has been found to have a dominate frequency of around 8Hz, with a range from 1–20 Hz, and with protractions generally occurring faster than retractions [55]. Velocity profiles have been found to be variable between several stereotyped patterns [56], and whisker curvature allows the force imparted to the mechanoreceptors in the facial pad to be modulated by the animal’s distance from the contacted object [57]. Although much of the work in the whisker system has focused on rats, it is believed that many of the same concepts translate directly to mice. This is reinforced by a recent comparative study which found similar whisking behaviors in mice, rats, and marsupials [58].

![Figure 1.1 Overview of sensorimotor pathways in the rodent whisker system](image)

**Figure 1.1 Overview of sensorimotor pathways in the rodent whisker system**

Ascending and descending pathways from whiskers to cortex have been well studied and may include motor effects from sensory areas that do not depend on projections to MI [52,53,59,60].
In addition, the afferent sensory pathway from the hair follicle, through the trigeminal system, brainstem, thalamus, and primary somatosensory cortex has been well characterized [52] (Figure 1.1). A particularly advantageous aspect of the system is that each whisker follicle maps to a specific “barrel” structure in SI and these barrels are somatotopically arranged in a layout that closely mirrors the arrangement of whiskers on the face [52]. The layout of the whisker grid on the facial pad and the arrangement of “barrels” in SI are conserved from animal to animal and are the same in rats and mice. The term “barrels” specifically refers to the layer-4 cortical structures that receives the majority of lemniscal inputs containing information from whisker motions [61]. The 1:1 mapping between whiskers and barrels enables recordings from SI to be associated with the motions and contacts of a single whisker under appropriately controlled experimental conditions.

The properties of SI neurons have been studied in slice, anesthetized, and awake preparations to give a strong base of knowledge regarding SI in the rodent whisker system [62–75]. Broadly speaking, two cell classes of interest are fast spiking putatively inhibitory interneuron units (FSUs) and regular spiking units (RSUs) [65]. FSUs are thought to play a role in the coordination of local spike timing, while RSUs are primarily excitatory and include projections out of the local circuit. The tuning of SI neural activity has been shown to relate to whisker motions. Although some debate exists concerning the precise relationship, an increasingly convincing collection of evidence shows that SI activity is weakly tuned to the phase (rather than angle) of whisker motions, with a
population preference for spiking when the whiskers are near their maximal protraction (retraction onset) [62–64,76]. Additionally, whole cell SI recordings in awake mice revealed rapid, low-amplitude changes in membrane potential that correlated well with whisker motions [68]. Rodents have been shown to integrate bilateral SI information, and this ability is necessary for success in bilateral discrimination tasks [69,70]. It has also been reported that whiskers adjacent to a barrel’s principal whisker can provide an inhibitory effect in SI, similar to the idea of center surround inhibition in the visual system providing increased sensitivity to the target input [77].

Rodent whiskers are manipulated primarily through the action of intrinsic muscles ("slings" around each whisker follicle) which are responsible for protraction, and
extrinsic muscles implicated in retraction [78–80]. The gold standard for evaluating whisker motions has been post-hoc reconstruction of whisker angles from high speed videography [81], and significant effort in the field has focused on efforts to automate the tracking of whisker positions [82–85]. A variety of parameters can be quantified from videography to describe whisking behaviors. Whisker angles are traditionally defined relative to the animal’s head, with 180° corresponding to protraction (fully forward) and 0° corresponding to retraction (fully backward) (Figure 1.2A). Phase provides a measure to evaluate the relative timing within the whisk cycle without considering the absolute angle relative to the face. A whisk proceeds from full retraction (-\(\pi\)) to full protraction (0) and back (Figure 1.2B). Other important whisking parameters include amplitude (angular difference from maximal retraction to maximal protraction) and set-point, which is a smoothed version of the average whisker position and reflects longer timescale changes in the average whisker angle without considering the rapid fluctuations from individual whisks. Set-point can be thought of as indicating how far forward or backward the whisker field is positioned, and is the central point that whisker angles fluctuate around (Figure 1.2B).

An alternative method for estimating whisk timing is to use facial electromyography (EMG) with electrodes placed in the whisker pad. This approach has been demonstrated in rats [86–88], and a significant methodological contribution of our lab has been adapting the approach to be used in the much smaller facial pads of mice (see chapter 3.1) [89].
Figure 1.3 Head and whisker repositioning strategies in active sensing

A, Head Turning Asymmetry (HTA) drives whisker retractions on the side the head is turning towards and protractions on the contralateral side. This repositioning allows the whiskers to “look ahead” into the region the head is moving towards [58,90]. B, Minimal Impingement / Maximal Contact (MIMC) facilitates the contacting side whiskers making “light touches” on subsequent whisks and positions the contralateral whiskers to allow as many whiskers as possible to contact the surface [91].

Active tactile sensation plays a critical role in many natural rodent behaviors including navigation and food localization, as these animals spend a significant portion of their lives in underground tunnels and burrows, rendering vision unreliable [51,54]. Rodent active sensing has been studied in a variety of contexts including texture discrimination [92–95], object localization [96–103], aperture width discrimination [69,70], and free exploration [58,91,104]. It is increasingly apparent that the motions of the animal’s head, along with whisker motions, play a central role in active sensing behaviors [45,71,90,96,103,105–108]. Recent evidence suggests the existence in rodents of neural structures similar to the frontal orienting field in primates [109,110], which may assist in orienting processes during active sensing. Several previously reported sensing strategies
involve the coordination of head and whisker motions. Head Turning Asymmetry (HTA) predicts that the whiskers will be repositioned during head turns in order to allow the animal to “look ahead” into the region the head will soon enter [58,90] (Figure 1.3A). Additionally, the strategy of Minimal Impingement / Maximal Contact (MIMC) suggests that, following unilateral whisker contact with an object, whisker and head motions will be modulated to ensure that subsequent sensing motions result in light contacts of as many whiskers as possible against the target [91,104] (Figure 1.3B). These strategies were initially studied in isolated preparations, and they may at times suggest contradictory responses to a given situation. A key contribution of our behavioral analysis lies in distinguishing how animals select from a repertoire of available sensing strategies (see chapter 2).

An additional advantage of studying active tactile sensation in the whisker system, particularly in mice, is the ability to leverage a large and growing optogenetic toolkit for selective activation of specific cell populations using genetically targeted opsins [111–116]. Generally, these techniques involve targeted genetic expression of genes coding for light sensitive ion channels originally isolated from various algal species. A specific channel of interest is Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) which opens in response to blue light to permit inward sodium currents resulting in cellular depolarization [117]. It has been shown that mice can learn simple tasks using information delivered by optogenetic stimulation of SI [118], and subsequent work has leveraged a variety of new optical tools for selective excitation and inhibition in a range of brain areas.
Figure 1.4 Optogenetic techniques for recruiting inhibition and excitation

A, Spike rasters (top) and PSTH (bottom) show response of an SI isolated single unit to 1 ms pulses of 473 nm light in PV-ChR2 mice, which demonstrates recruitment of post-stimulus inhibition. B, Same analysis as A for Thy1-Chr2 mice shows strong post-stimulus excitation.

We utilized two transgenic mouse lines to target stimulation to different cell populations resulting in either excitation or inhibition. We expressed ChR2 in PV-Cre mice (B6;129P2-Pvalbtm1(cre)Arbr/J, Jackson laboratories) [119] through cortical microinjection of a adenoassociated virus (DIO-ChR2-H134; U. North Carolina Viral Core) to achieve localized expression of Chr2 in PV+ inhibitory interneurons. Delivering 1 ms pulses of blue (473 nm) light results in decreased post stimulus firing as a result of recruited inhibition (Figure 1.4A). For excitatory stimulation, we used Thy1-Chr2 line 18 mice (B6.Cg-Th^{(Thy1-COP4/EYFP)18Gfng}/J, Jackson Laboratories) [114]. These mice express ChR2 strongly in layer 5 cortical neurons without requiring viral injection or cross
breeding. Stimulation results in robust recruitment of single unit firing 5–10 ms following stimulation with single pulses (Figure 1.4B).

1.4 Research Overview

We seek to explore sensorimotor processing in the rodent whisker system during active tactile sensation. Information from this system may enhance our understanding of the role sensory areas play, not only in perception but also in coordinating active sensing motions and may ultimately prove informative to the design of improved tactile feedback systems for neuroprostheses and brain machine interfaces. For the purpose of this study, exploration of active sensing in mice has been decomposed into three major areas of focus, which are the subjects of the following chapters. Chapter 2 describes a behavioral study of mice performing an active search task, and utilizes detailed reconstructions of head and whisker motions from high-speed video to analyze active sensing strategy selection. Chapter 3 describes solutions to three engineering challenges that were met to facilitate real-time feedback experiments in the whisker system: 1) the development of facial electromyography techniques for mice, and the signal processing to extract information on whisk timing, 2) the design of the OptoZIF Drive, an improved optoelectric implant for neural recording and stimulation in freely moving mice, and 3) the development and preliminary testing of a system to deliver real-time feedback stimulation timed to whisker motions. Chapter 4 describes experiments using closed-loop optogenetic feedback, timed to whisker motions, and analyzes the behavioral and neural effects. Taken together, this body of work provides important insight into sensing
strategy selection, the coordination of sensing motions across multiple motor degrees of freedom, and the involvement of primary sensory cortex in coordinating the timing of sensing motions.

Rodent experimental procedures described in the following chapters were conducted in compliance with protocols approved by the Boston University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
CHAPTER TWO- Selection of head and whisker coordination strategies during goal oriented active touch

2.1 Executive Summary

In the rodent whisker system, a key model for neural processing and behavioral choices during active sensing, whisker motion is increasingly recognized as only part of a broader motor repertoire employed by rodents during active touch. In particular, recent studies suggest whisker and head motions are tightly coordinated. However, conditions governing the selection and temporal organization of such coordinated sensing strategies remain poorly understood. We videographically reconstructed head and whisker motions of freely moving mice searching for a randomly located rewarded aperture, focusing on trials in which animals appeared to rapidly "correct" their trajectory under tactile guidance. Mice orienting after unilateral contact repositioned their whiskers similarly to previously reported head turning asymmetry. However, whisker repositioning preceded head turn onsets and was not bilaterally symmetric. Moreover, mice selectively employed a strategy we term contact maintenance, with whisking modulated to counteract head motion and facilitate repeated contacts on subsequent whisks. Significantly, contact maintenance was not observed following initial contact with an aperture boundary, when the mouse needed to make a large corrective head motion to the front of the aperture, but only following contact by the same whisker field with the opposite aperture boundary, when the mouse needed to precisely align its head with the reward spout. Together these results suggest that mice can select from a diverse range of sensing strategies incorporating both knowledge of the task and whisk-by-whisk sensory information, and,
moreover, suggest the existence of high level control (not solely reflexive) of sensing motions coordinated between multiple body parts.

2.2 Introduction

Active motion is a prominent element of many sensory systems, often involving coordination of multiple body parts, for example, coordinated eye and head motions in vision, or finger, hand, and arm motions during touch. The rodent whisker tactile system is one of the key models for active sensing (reviewed in [51–53, 99, 120, 121] and has been especially prominent in studies of closed-loops through sensory and motor areas back to peripheral sensors [59]. However, research on sensing motions is often focused on whisker motion alone [122, 123, 55, 124, 125], while growing evidence suggests such motions are strongly coupled to head motions [45, 71, 90, 96, 103, 105–108]. It remains unclear if whisker motion control is predominately reflexive, perhaps mediated by brainstem or other subcortical areas [90, 91, 104], or involves cortical areas also implicated in perceptual processing [60, 126]. In particular, if the behavioral repertoire of rodent active touch involves tight coordination between whiskers, head and body, then a focus on neural pathways constrained within whisker areas may be incomplete.

There have been many behavioral studies of whisker sensing, but most have been designed in ways that we believe suppress understanding of “naturalistic” full body sensing strategies. To investigate specifically the animal’s selection of coordinated sensing motions, a behavioral paradigm should have the properties that the animal (1) is
freely moving (e.g. as opposed to head-fixed \([60,68,82,97,98,122,125,127–129]\)), (2) is not trained to exhibit prescribed head and whisker motions (e.g. as opposed to requiring placement of the nose at a particular location \([28,70,71,96,108,130,131]\) or requiring craning over a ledge \([76,90,94,103]\)), and (3) is goal oriented (e.g. as opposed to spontaneous exploration \([91,104,132]\)). Moreover, if contacted objects are not goal related but instead irrelevant or surprising obstacles \([105,107,133]\), it may be possible to determine important properties like reaction times, but be difficult to interpret motions in terms of choice of sensing strategies. For example animals may be ignoring whatever happens to their whiskers, or even trying to avoid contacts. In addition to these task properties, high resolution quantitative analysis should be made not only of whiskers, but also of head motions and object contacts (e.g. as opposed to contact-only tracking \([94,134,135]\)). The above studies each incorporated some of these criteria, but each (appropriately) limited some aspects of behavior in order to isolate particular phenomena of interest. Our interest here is integrative, in the sense of asking what choices rodents make when all of the above criteria are met in a single task.

We quantitatively examined head-whisker coordination in freely moving mice searching for randomly located reward ports. We examine an apparent tension between "anticipatory" and "maximal contact" sensing strategies \([58,90,91,103,104]\), and find mice can switch between these strategies in a situation-dependent manner. Moreover, we find whisker repositioning can begin prior to corrective head turns during reward search. The observed timing and situation dependence suggest a volitional contribution to
behavior not explained by simple reflexive models. In natural exploratory settings, motion for sensory acquisition may be accompanied by motions with overlapping use in navigation, threat assessment, or reward seeking. We suggest whisker repositioning may at times serve to counteract orienting head motions, in order to maintain useful sensory input despite underlying large scale motion.

2.3 Materials and Methods

Task Structure:
Six male, water-restricted mice were trained to repeatedly traverse a polycarbonate track (31 cm by 9 cm) in alternating directions to receive a water reward (Figure 2.1A,B). Rewards were dispensed from two spouts located at the center of apertures with a 1.4 cm opening. The arena was enclosed by vertical walls (5 cm high), and a polycarbonate cover wrapped in black tape that prevented rearing and provided a dark background for videography. During initial training, apertures on each side of the track were fixed in a central location. The initial training consisted of two 20-minute sessions per day for each mouse. The task was rapidly learned, and typically within 7–10 days the mice exceeded 80 trials per day, at which point one aperture became moveable.

On each trial, the aperture was moved to one of four possible locations, determined from a random ordering of positions that ensured equal sampling of each reward location within each block of 16 trials. The aperture was positioned by means of a vertical pole suspended from two stepper motor driven translation stages (Newmark System, Inc.).
located 20 cm above the arena top (the pole entered through a small sliding cover).

Aperture repositioning occurred when the mouse was moving in the opposite direction (towards the fixed reward end of the track) as determined by IR photodiodes placed along the track.

**Figure 2.1**: Freely exploring mice with intact whisker fields performing a tactile search task.

**A.** Mice were trained to repeatedly shuttle across a linear track under infrared illumination in search of a water reward dispensed within an aperture located in 1 of 4 possible locations. Insets show whisker position defined relative to the arena (counterclockwise), or relative to the head (180 degrees corresponding to full protraction). Head angles were always arena centered, with 0 degrees corresponding to rightward in the frame. **B.** Thin lines show nose paths on a subset of trials (n=85) for which the mouse made large head turns around the time of initial whisker contact with the aperture; paths are color coded to match the trial's aperture position (thick outlines). Dots show nose tip location in the frame identified as first aperture-whisker contact. **C.** Sample high-speed video frame showing the locations of automatically tracked snout and whiskers. **D.** Sample
whisker tracking for a single trial is shown aligned to first contact time. Black dots indicate the head centered angle of all tracked whiskers in each frame, the thin solid line indicates the robust mean whisker angle, and the thick line indicates the set-point (see Methods for definitions).

Data collection began once mice progressed to the moveable aperture task. Mice regularly performed upwards of 100 trials per 30-minute session, and the median trial duration was 1.1 seconds.

All behavioral sessions were conducted in the dark in a sound and light attenuating cabinet. The arena was illuminated by custom infrared LED panels along both long sides of the track. In order to confound possible auditory cues of aperture location, the aperture moved through a central ‘home’ position on its way to its new position for each trial, and stepper motors were activated for the same duration for each movement of the aperture. Trials where the mouse began an approach prior to the aperture reaching its new location were rejected. Water rewards were only dispensed once the snout triggered an IR-beambreak placed inside the aperture in order to prevent a possible olfactory cue if the reward were available early. All aspects of the behavioral session were fully automated to reduce the influence of a human operator on behavior.

**High Speed Videography Tracking and Analysis:**

A subset of trials each day were recorded at 500 frames per second (HSV; pco.1200hs camera, Cooke Corporation) through a mirror underneath the transparent track. The field of view of the camera encompassed approximately ¾ of the track length, focusing on the moveable aperture side of the track. Data storage was initiated by an infrared beambreak.
located in the aperture, which triggered the download of the preceding frames from the camera’s buffer using a custom Matlab acquisition GUI. The camera acquired the next trial after the previous clip had finished downloading, with no experimenter involvement, to minimize selection bias. We recorded approximately 20–30 high-speed clips per session. The entire session was recorded using a standard camcorder (30 frames per second) to provide an overall record of behavior.

High-speed videography was background normalized using the average of fifty frames prior to the mouse starting to traverse the track. Additionally, we identified the location of corner features on the track itself and used these locations for image registration. Preprocessed video was analyzed using the BIOTACT Whisker Tracking Tool [83], after importing video using a custom programmed loader for our file types. We first tracked snout position using the functions ppImageTransform, sdGeneric and SSStShapeSpaceKalman. After ensuring accurate snout tracking, and retracking any regions with errors, we tracked whisker positions using ppImageTransform and WdIgorMeanAngle. Parameters were selected for each clip iteratively with manual reviewing of tracking results, and retracking as necessary to ensure visually accurate whisker identification. The algorithm identified each whisker in each frame, but did not attempt to track an individual whisker from one frame to another. We used raw information on the angle of each tracked whisker relative to the snout midline for further analysis. We did not make use of the mean angle calculation included in the software, but instead found it necessary to develop a robust estimate of the mean that was more reliable
in our task condition.

Using the arena-centered angles of a large subset of whiskers (~20 on each side of the face in each frame) found by automated videographic tracking (Figure 2.1C) [83], we combined the individual angles in each frame, separately on each side of the face, with iteratively reweighted least squares that reduced the impact of errors in tracking for the most posterior or most anterior whiskers, which functioned as outliers on the mean angles (Figure 2.1D). Applying the least squares fit with a window of 15 ms temporally smoothed the two mean angles to produce "instantaneous" left and right pad angles (Figure 2.1D, thin red). We defined the set-point on each side as the angle after application of additional smoothing with a 100 ms window, which removed the contribution from individual whisks and reflects the position of the whisker field on a longer timescale (Figure 2.1D, thick red). Smoothing operations were computed using non-causal robust weighted liner least squares [136].

We then defined the (acute angle) mean of arena centered left and right set-points as $M_{SP}$, the "net direction" of bilateral whisker positioning. Note that this way of estimating net whisker angle is independent of head direction. We defined the whisker positioning asymmetry, $\theta_{ASY}$, as the difference between $M_{SP}$ and the arena-centered head angle defined by the midline through the automated tracker’s outline of the snout. In other words, if the set-points of the left and right whisker fields are equal, $\theta_{ASY}$ will be zero. This condition would correspond to whisking symmetrically on each side of the face. If
the left whiskers are more protracted than the right, $\theta_{ASY}$ will be positive, and if the left whiskers are relatively more retracted, $\theta_{ASY}$ will be negative. These asymmetric whisking conditions often arise during orienting behaviors. This approach is robust to asynchronous whisking while still providing a measure of asymmetry on a frame-by-frame basis. Given that the anterior whiskers nearly always come into contact with the target first in our task, we also modified the analysis to provide estimates for anterior and posterior whiskers separately, by first sorting tracked angles in each frame into top and bottom quartiles, respectively, and then repeating the above analyses.

**Identifying whisker contact and head turn onset frames**

We manually identified the frames of first whisker contact with the aperture (FC), and of first whisker contact with the opposite side of the aperture (OC) during orienting. To control for the inherent difficulties in identifying whisker tip locations and contacts, two observers independently assigned numerical scores (range: 1–3) for the likelihood of a contact in all potential first contact frames (possibly across multiple whiskers), and separately chose which frame was most likely to be the first contact. The observers produced consistent results (median absolute difference 2 frames, or 4 ms, with interquartile range 16.25 frames). In addition, many of the subsequent analyses are robust to misidentification of first contact frames. For example, Figure 2.2C does not depend on accurate knowledge of first contact time, and Figure 2.5 depends only on identifying the correct contacting whisk, not the specific video frame where contact first occurs.
The noise in head angle as determined by the automated video tracker made it difficult to precisely determine head turn onsets. However, as the long axis of the arena over which animals travel is oriented horizontally in our images, the change in vertical position of the snout during turns provided another measure of onsets with smaller noise floor. We calculated the slope of a linear fit within a sliding 100 ms window (t:t+100 ms) of the frame-by-frame absolute difference between nose and reward port vertical position. We chose the window size based on typical turn durations. We identified turns as the frame with minimum slope within ±400 ms of identified first contacts. This time range allows detection of turn onsets during the majority of the trial, but prevents spurious detection of motions when the mouse is near either reward port. Identified turn onsets were visually consistent with video frames where observable head motion began.

2.4 Results

Tactile search behaviors during the task

We observed six mice performing a tactile search for a water reward located at the center of an aperture automatically positioned in one of four randomly selected locations prior to the start of each trial (Figure 2.1A). Automated tracking of head and whisker positions in high-speed video was used to facilitate the analysis of coordinated sensing motions during this search task. We observed a variety of approach trajectories. In some cases, mice happen to approach the aperture straight on, while in others they tended to traverse the track along one wall, then pull away from the wall when nearing the reward area. We focused on a subset of trials where mice made large corrective head motions during the
final stages of approach to the aperture (Figure 2.1B). We selected trials where the distance (along the short axis of the arena) from the tip of the snout to the center of the aperture was greater than the width of the aperture opening at the time of first whisker contact. These trials each contain two situations of whisker contact: first contact with the near edge of the aperture, then, after repositioning, first contact by the same whisker field with the opposite aperture edge. Also, by construction, initial contact was made by whiskers on only one side of the face. This subset of trials exemplifies whisker mediated sensory orienting, and provides a rich environment to evaluate the selection of active sensing strategies that require coordinated head and whisker motions. We analyzed 85 such trials for a total of 105.3 seconds (52664 frames) of tracked high-speed video data.

**Asymmetric whisker positioning begins before head turns**

The first quantification of head-whisker coordination found that, during head turns in the absence of contact, rats can adjust the difference between left and right set-points proportionally to head angular velocity [90]. For example, when turning to the left, the left set-point retracts and the right set-point protracts. A similar behavior was later reported for spontaneously exploring mice [58]. This head turning asymmetry (HTA) serves to position the whiskers in the area towards which the head is moving, possibly as a reflexive response to head turns similar to the vestibulo-collic reflex (VCR), thus allowing the whiskers to “look ahead” in space [90]. HTA was defined in the above studies by measuring the correlation of instantaneous differences in whisker position (left minus right head-centered angles) with instantaneous head angular velocity relative to the
arena. This definition has several limitations, notably the necessity of observing over
large durations to obtain these distributions before HTA can be assessed. Additionally,
the method encounters difficulties during periods of asynchronous whisking, which are
especially prominent following contacts [90,137]. This is an especially important concern
in mice, which exhibit irregular whisking compared to the nearly periodic whisking of
rats [58,76,89]. During asynchronous whisking, the instantaneous difference in whisker
positions may not accurately reflect both fast whisking motions and slow set-point
adjustments. For these reasons, we developed a complementary analysis of HTA and
similar relationships between head and whisker angles adapted for single trials and single
whisks (see Methods).

A key question is whether the onset of whisker repositioning precedes head turning,
suggesting a volitional or predictive sensing mechanism, in contrast to proposed analogy
to vestibular reflexes [58,90]. Figure 2.2A,B shows an example single trial in which the
mean set-point ($M_{SP}$) begins to change within the first 20 ms following first contact,
while the head angle does not begin to change until around 75 ms following contact. In
this example, the mouse is turning to the left and exhibits a retraction of the left whisker
field, which drives $M_{SP}$ downward prior to the onset of head turning (note in Figure 2.1
that arena centered angles follow a clockwise convention to be consistent with the
direction of head centered angles on the animal’s left). Visual inspection of the same trial
highlights the whiskers adjustment prior to head motion (Figure 2.2A).
We investigated the relative timing over many trials by assessing the timing of changes in asymmetry ($\theta_{ASY}$). Figure 2.2C shows summary data for 85 trials with $\theta_{ASY}$ aligned to the time of head turn onset. In order to combine data over all trials, we vertically reflected videos with rightward turns so that all turns appear to be leftward. We find that asymmetric repositioning precedes turn onsets by approximately 125 ms, and that by the time an identifiable change in head angle occurs, the asymmetric repositioning of set-points has already reached its maximum value. Whether the repositioning is a response to contact or an anticipatory preparation for a turn based on past experience, the timing argues against a reflex response to the turn itself.

The timing of initial contact is widely distributed with respect to turn onset, but predominately occurs before the start of a turn (81%, 69/85 trials; Figure 2.2D). In cases where head motion onset preceded whisker contact, 62.5% of trials (10 of 16) had the aperture located in one of the two rear positions, and for turns that preceded whisker contact by more than 50 ms, 90% of trials (9 of 10) had the aperture in a rear position. Thus mice may adjust their search trajectory once they know the aperture is not located in either of the 2 forward locations, which may account for the subset of trials in which head motions were observed prior to whisker contact. This possibility is further supported by the convergence of nose trajectories in rear aperture trials (Figure 2.1B, blue and magenta traces) between the forward and rear aperture positions. It is also possible some first contact times were misidentified due to limitations in videography; however, we
attempted to mitigate these issues though multi-observer identification of contact frames (see section 2.3).

**Asymmetric repositioning is nearly unilateral**

In the simplest model of head turning asymmetry, the whisker field on the turning side retracts and the field on the contralateral side protracts, inducing a bilateral shift towards the area the head is about to enter. Previous reports of HTA did not specifically evaluate the bilateralism of repositioning [58,90], although different adjustments of each whisker field, including pronounced contralateral side protractions, have been reported for rats responding to unilateral object contact [91]. In that study, the observed behavior appears consistent with the notion of positioning each whisker field to maximize the number of whiskers impinging lightly on the surface. Such a strategy may not be broadly applicable to all unilateral objects contacts, and so we asked whether repositioning in this task involved both whisker fields equally, and if not which side was responsible for the majority of the observed repositioning. Figure 2.2E shows the trial averaged whisker set-points for the contacting (green) and non-contacting (black) sides of the face, aligned around first contact (n=85 trials). To combine trials, we reflected trials with rightward turns, so that all turns appear to be leftward, before proceeding with analysis. Between the 100 ms before and 100 ms after contact, the whisker field on the side the mouse is turning towards adjusts by a mean 16.2 deg, compared to 1.1 deg on the contralateral side. Note that since mice are likely to be protracting at first contact (t=0), they are likely to have the whiskers relatively more retracted just prior to contact.
Figure 2.2: Whisker repositioning following first contact precedes head motion, is in the direction of the turn, and is mostly unilateral.

**A**, High-speed video frames from an example trial illustrate large retraction of the left (contacting side) whisker field within 100 ms post-contact. **B**, Arena centered whisker and head angles are shown for the example trial in **A**, aligned to the time of the first whisker-aperture contact (unilaterally on the left side). The mean set-point shows repositioning of whisker angle prior to the onset of a head turn, which begins about 75 ms after first contact. Repositioning is dominated by retraction of the set-point on the side the mouse is turning towards, with at most a small change of the contralateral set-point. **C**, Whisker asymmetry (difference between mean set-
point and head angle) develops ~125 ms prior to the onset of a head turn, suggesting that repositioning cannot be fully explained by a reflex response to the turn itself (n=85, mean ± SE). To combine data across trials, trials with rightward turns were reflected vertically so that all turns appear leftward. **D,** Histogram of manually identified first contact times relative to turn onsets for the trials in **C** shows that the majority of turns follow contact, while in a small fraction of trials the mouse may initiate a turn spontaneously, possibly due to expected location of rewards (see Results for further discussion). **E,** Trial averaging of set-points (n=85, mean±SE) shows that the asymmetry following first contact is dominated by set-point retraction on the initially contacting side (mean change from 0–100 ms, 16.2 deg, *green curve*), with only small changes on the non-contacting side (mean change from 0 to 100 ms 1.1 deg, *black curve*). The mean differences between contacting and non-contacting side pre-contact (-100 to 0 ms) were not significant (p=0.28), while the differences post-contact (0 to 100 ms) were (p= 2.0 x10⁻¹³). Rightward turns were reflected as in **C.** Inset shows a schematic of mouse at first contact with whisker color convention.

Averaged set-points then appear to “predict” contact (drop slightly before contact time) when this selection bias in pre-contact angle is smoothed with the decrease in set-point after contact (contrast with the individual whiskers visible in Figure 2.4A). The difference between the distributions on each side 100 ms following contact are significant (t-test, p=2.0 x10⁻¹³), while 100 ms before contact there is no significant difference between the two sides (p=0.28). Additionally, the differences between the pre- and post-contact contralateral whisker angles were not significant (p= 0.45). This summary agrees with our informal observation in single trials that the majority of set-point adjustment occurs on the turning side (as in the example in Figure 2.2B). The precise nature of asymmetric repositioning following contact, and how much adjustment is provided by each whisker field, is likely to be situation-dependent.

**Asymmetric repositioning allows whiskers to “look ahead”**

Asymmetric repositioning of whisker set-points may serve to place the whisker field in a useful location for the imminent head motions [58,90]. We estimated the amplitude by
which \( M_{SP} \) leads changes in the head angle by comparing linear regressions of the two quantities for 150 ms before and after initial whisker contact (Figure 2.3). Both before and after contact, the regression slope is near one (0.86 / 0.90) with a strong correlation \( r^2 = 0.71 / 0.73 \), reflecting a strong relationship between head angle and (arena centered) whisker positioning. Prior to contact, the y-intercept is near zero (-0.03 deg), consistent with whisking at a fixed set-point relative to the head (or a whisker held at a fixed angle relative to the head). Following contact, the vertical-intercept of the distribution shifts upwards to 6.3 degrees ahead of the angle expected without repositioning, consistent with the idea that whisker repositioning serves to place the whiskers into the region that the head will soon enter.

![Figure 2.3: Active sensing strategy shifts following unilateral contact.](image)

The arena centered mean set-point on the contacting side is linearly correlated with head angle, shown by grey dots for each frame within 150 ms before (left) or after (right) first contact (n=85 trials), and the best fit line (fit parameters in inset). In order to combine trials, videos were vertically reflected as needed to put all head turns in the same direction, as if to the animal's left (upward in the video frame). Following contact, the distribution shifts upward by approximately 6 degrees, indicating that the whiskers are repositioned in advance of head turns.
The observation of this shift only following contact, and not for changes in head angle prior to contact, suggests the animal is selecting an active sensing strategy for each situation and transitions from one state to another based on the information derived from aperture contact and knowledge of the arena. Note that our analysis compares whisker asymmetry against head position, in contrast to earlier analyses against head angular velocity [58,90].

**Responses to contact are situation-dependent**

We next asked if there are differences in repositioning of the same whisker field in two different behavioral situations within a trial. The first situation occurs when the mouse makes initial unilateral whisker contact with one of the aperture boundaries (Figure 2.4A, top left panel). The second occurs when, after changes in head position, that same whisker field makes contact with the far side of the aperture (Figure 2.4B, top left panel). If responses to whisker contact are driven primarily by simple reflexes, we would expect to see similar whisker repositioning in each of these contact conditions, and based on previous reports would predict contact induced retractions or suppression of protractions of the contacting side whisker field [60,91,104,138]. However, during the head turn the animal is likely trying to find the far side of the aperture, and would instead need to counteract head rotation, a behavior we term *contact maintenance*.

Figure 2.4A shows the averaged head-centered field angles, similar to Figure 2.2E for set-points but here without additional smoothing, and separated into anterior and
posterior whiskers, demonstrating again a retraction of the contacting side whisker field
(*green*), with a comparatively modest adjustment on the contralateral side (*black*).

**Figure 2.4:** Asymmetric repositioning depends on the behavioral situation in which a whisker contact occurs.
A, Following initial, unilateral contact with the aperture (FC; whisker color convention in schematic), example video frames show pronounced contacting side retractions within 100 ms post-contact. Separate averages of anterior and posterior whisker angles (see Methods), aligned to first contact time, show rapid and pronounced contacting side retractions (green curves), with relatively minor contralateral adjustment (black curves) (n=85 trials, mean+SE). Anterior whiskers underwent greater adjustment than posterior whiskers. To combine data across trials, trials with rightward turns were vertically reflected so that all turns appear leftward. B, In contrast, when the same whisker field contacts the opposite aperture boundary (OC; whisker color convention in schematic), the contacting side whisker aligned average (green curves) reveals large amplitude whisking (temporally consistent across trials) around a nearly constant set-point (n=85 trials, mean+/SE). The angle of the contralateral whiskers (black curves) decreases as they are pushed against the outer edge of the aperture. Trials with rightward turns were reflected as in A.

However, we did not observe a retraction of the contacting side whisker field later in the trial, when the same whiskers made contact with the far side of the aperture (Figure 2.4B). Instead, these whiskers maintain a relatively consistent set-point, and the appearance of periodic peaks in the contacting side aligned averages indicate that the mouse is whisking with a consistent temporal structure (across trials) around the time of initial contact with the opposite side. The different responses to putatively comparable whisker contacts suggest that repositioning could be sensitive to the specific situation of the contact within the larger task structure. The two different responses to contact are visually apparent in an example trial by comparing the retracted whisker position 100 ms after initial contact (Figure 2.4A, top right panel) with the relatively protracted position 100 ms after contact with the opposite boundary (Figure 2.4B, top right panel). While the entire whisker field is adjusted after contact, we observed a difference in magnitude across the pad, roughly similar to that reported by Grant, et al., (2009), with larger adjustments of anterior than posterior whiskers (Figure 2.4).
**Contact maintenance as a parallel strategy to head turning asymmetry**

We defined contact maintenance as an adjustment of set-point that counteracts head turning to sustain object contacts. In particular, during a turn towards an object of interest, contact maintenance would result in repositioning of whiskers that is in the opposite direction to the predictions based on head turning asymmetry. To quantify the possible presence of this sensing strategy, we calculated the deviation between the arena centered whisker angle and a "dead reckoning angle". The dead reckoning angle is defined as the angle in arena centered coordinates from the center of the head to the putative contact point on the aperture boundary. If the whisker angle matches the dead reckoning angle (that is, the deviation is zero up to small whisker pad/ base point displacements), the whisker field is pointing directly at the contact point, whether or not it is actually touching. The use of dead reckoning accounts for both translation and rotation of the head when comparing whisker positioning relative to the object. We evaluated the differences between the whisker angle and the dead reckoning angle to the contact points on each side of the aperture (Figure 2.5A).

Figure 2.5B shows an example trial. First contact occurs at t=0 ms, at which point the actual whisker field angle (*thin black trace*) is very close to the dead reckoning angle to the right side (*red trace*). By the next whisk after initial contact, however, the left whisker angle deviates from the dead reckoning angle to the initial aperture boundary. The left whisker field contacts the opposite aperture boundary at around t=175 ms (*vertical black indicator*). In the whisks following contact with the opposite boundary, whisking
parameters are adjusted to compensate for head motions such that the protractions on subsequent whisks track changes in the dead reckoning angle to the opposite aperture boundary \((\textit{thick black})\); note head angle continues to change. In other words, the compensatory changes in whisker motion that define contact maintenance are observed only in response to contact with the opposite boundary, when the mouse is attempting to align its snout with the aperture interior to reach the reward spout. Figure 2.5C shows representative video frames corresponding to the example trial (Figure 2.5B) for first contact (FC; top), opposite contact (OC; middle), and 200 ms after opposite contact (OC + 200ms; bottom).

In order to examine this effect across all trials, we identified individual whisks between angular local maxima and minima, and evaluated the angles at protraction and retraction for the four whisks before and after initial contact. This whisk-by-whisk analysis facilitates comparisons across a range of trial durations, where simple averaging of continuous time series is ill defined. We examined four whisks preceding and following contact because the mice typically make 2–3 contacts with the far aperture boundary before the snout enters the aperture. Past this point the whiskers tend to be mechanically forced backwards. We evaluated the difference between the anterior field angle and the dead reckoning angle at both peak protractions \((\textit{green})\) and retractions \((\textit{blue})\) for the four whisks before and after the initially contacting whisk (Figure 2.5D). Using this metric, contact maintenance would be evident if the difference from dead reckoning at protractions \((\textit{green})\) moves closer to zero following contact. Initial contact does not lead
to contact maintenance; by the next whisk after first contact, anterior whiskers pull away from the dead reckoning angle (Figure 2.5D, top panel, \textit{green curve}). Within the next four whiskers, however, whisker repositioning reduces the difference between the anterior angle and the dead reckoning angle to the opposite aperture boundary (Figure 2.5D, bottom panel, \textit{green curve}).

If it were the case that the mouse ceased whisking and the changing field angle was due to passive mechanics of the whiskers held against the object as the head moved, the difference from dead reckoning angles at observed protraction and retraction would be the same. Instead, we see the difference between protractions and retractions increase following contact, indicating that the mouse is on average increasing the amplitude of whisking on the ipsilateral side. Rather than protractions being cut off by contact with the aperture and being unable to advance further, the set-point is being adjusted such that large amplitude whisking continues, but with the protraction amplitude modified based on object location. This analysis highlights that the mouse is not simply leaving the whiskers pressed against the contact point once locating the aperture, but continuing to whisk throughout the approach.

To further explore the question of active repositioning, we simulated a fixed whisker model (Figure 2.5D, \textit{brown curve}) where the angle is fixed relative to the head (at the average angle within the 500 ms preceding contact). Angle changes in the fixed whisker model are wholly due to head motions and are insufficient to account for the observed repositioning with either the first or the second aperture boundary, as seen by the
differences between the green and brown curves in Figure 2.5D.

Figure 2.5: Contact maintenance is an actively selected sensing strategy.

A, Dead reckoning angles are defined by the line from the center of the head to a point of possible object contact, shown schematically by black and red dashed lines for the initial and opposite boundaries. The dead reckoning angle is the arena-centered angle at which whiskers would point directly at the object, whether contacting or not, and accounts for contributions from both head translation and rotation. Note that since whisker angles are estimated near the whisker base, ignoring curvature (and in this figure are averaged across anterior whiskers), it is possible for whisker tips to make object contact at small deviations from the dead reckoning angle. Inset shows an example frame of snout tracking with the calculated dead reckoning line from the head to the initial contact point for that trial. B, An example trial shows that at first contact (FC; 0 ms; thin vertical line) the whisker angle (thin black curve) is close to the dead reckoning angle to the initial boundary (thick red curve), but by the next whisk shifts closer to the opposite boundary.
(thick black curve). After contacting the opposite boundary (OC; ~175 ms; thin vertical line, and thickened whisker angle curve), the protraction amplitude tracks the opposite boundary dead reckoning angle. C, Video frames corresponding to the example trial shown in B for times of FC, OC, and OC+200 ms. Following opposite side contact, the snout trajectory passes very close to the near aperture boundary, resulting in the contralateral whiskers being mechanically forced backwards. D, Trial averaged deviations from dead reckoning are shown for peak protraction (green) and retraction (cyan) angles, in whiskers around the first contact with the initial aperture boundary (n=85, mean ± SE). Videos were vertically reflected as needed to make turns appear leftward. Contact maintenance with the first aperture boundary is not observed, as protraction angles move away from zero in the four whiskers following contact (top panel). Contact maintenance is observed when the second aperture boundary is contacted (bottom panel; note alignment is still to first contact with the initial aperture boundary), as the green trace moves towards zero in the four whiskers following contact. For comparison, a model whisker fixed relative to the head (brown) and a model whisker whose position is simulated to match published head turning asymmetry (purple; see Results) show that neither of these mechanisms is sufficient to account for the observed repositioning. E, Head translation (top), arena centered head rotation (middle), and whisker rotations (bottom; initially contacting whiskers in green, contralateral whiskers in black) are shown relative to time of first contact. Dead reckoning incorporates both head translation and rotation, to place the object in head centered coordinates for direct comparison to whisker angle. Rightward turns were reflected as in D. F, Summary of normalized deviations from dead reckoning for the whisk before and after initial boundary contact (the deviation during the contacting whisk is subtracted) show significant differences from dead reckoning on both the pre- and post-contact whisks, and an absence of contact maintenance (n= 85, mean±SE). G, Same analysis as F for the whisks before and after contact with the opposite boundary shows small deviations post-contact and maintenance of contact angles (n= 85, mean ± SE).

Furthermore, we evaluated whether a model of head turning asymmetry was sufficient to explain the repositioning (Figure 2.5D, purple curve), without requiring any further retraction. We found the average whisker angle during the pre-contact period by subtracting the anticipated contribution from HTA in each pre-contact frame (head angular velocity x HTA coefficient) from the mean pre-contact whisker angle. We then estimated an expected amount of asymmetry for each frame following contact by multiplying the instantaneous head angular velocity by the largest HTA coefficient (115 ms) reported in the literature [90]. We then adjusted the whisker angles on both sides from their pre-contact means by the equal amounts with opposite signs to achieve the
predicted value of asymmetry for each frame. We found that, at the head angular
velocities experienced in this task, the degree of repositioning far exceeds what would be
expected from reports of HTA

The comparison between arena centered whisker angles and the dead reckoning angle
incorporates changes introduced by head translation, head rotation, and whisker rotations.
Figure 2.5E shows that head translation (measured as the absolute distance in the Y
direction from the snout to the aperture), head angle, and contacting side whisker angle
are all modulated in the whisks immediately following first contact. In contrast, the
contralateral whiskers (Figure 2.5E, bottom panel, black trace) do not show adjustment
until approximately the third whisk post contact. The mice generally adopt a strategy
where the snout remains close to the near side aperture boundary during repositioning, as
opposed to pulling the entire head backwards and approaching again. As a result, once
the animal begins entering the reward aperture, the contralateral side whiskers are
mechanically forced backwards by the near side aperture boundary, rather than engaging
in an active repositioning strategy such as contact maintenance (example shown in
bottom panel of Figure 2.5C).

We further quantified dead reckoning deviations for the whisks immediately preceding
and following initial contact (Figure 2.5F), and preceding and following contact with the
opposite aperture boundary (Figure 2.5G). The deviation on the frame of contact is
subtracted (hence the deviation at whisk ‘0’ is 0 deg) from the deviations before and
after; this normalization accounts for small errors between the true contact location in each trial and the point selected to compute dead reckoning. We find that around the initial contact, both the preceding and following whisks showed large differences from dead reckoning (3.9±0.11 deg and 5.3±0.18 deg, respectively), both significantly different from zero (t-test, p= 7.7x10^{-5} and p= 0.002, respectively). Around contact with the opposite side, however, a large deviation on the preceding whisk (-5.6±0.18 deg, significantly different from zero, t-test, p= 7.4x10^{-4}) is followed by a smaller deviation after opposite boundary contact (1.5±0.14 deg, not significantly different than zero, t-test, p= 0.23). This reduction in deviation only to the opposite boundary contact point supports the hypothesis that contact maintenance is employed selectively and is not a fixed motor response to contact.

We also asked if the magnitude of initial angular adjustment following first contact appeared directed towards the opposite boundary. If mice are able to estimate the distance to the aperture (for example, by sensing radial distance of whisker contact [101]), they could use that information along with knowledge of the arena to predict the opposite boundary location. To address this question, we compared the magnitude of the retraction following first contact to the size of retraction that would have been needed to match the whisker angle to the opposite boundary dead reckoning angle (Figure 2.6A). Values less than zero show retractions that exceeded the size needed to match the dead reckoning angle. We observed mice typically exhibited larger retractions (-9.1±1.9 deg) than would
have been expected if they were modulating the retraction towards an expected, learned position.

**Figure 2.6: Retraction following first contact (FC) is not directed towards the opposite boundary.**

A, Histogram showing the magnitude of post-FC retraction, relative to the size of retraction that would have placed the whisker field on the dead reckoning line to the opposite boundary (n=85 trials). Values less than zero indicate retraction magnitudes larger than necessary to match dead reckoning. B, Scatter plots of the size of post-FC retraction against the distance (along the short axis of the arena) from the snout to the aperture at FC time (n=85 trials). Real data (left) shows no correlation. There would be a negative correlation if the retraction magnitude equaled the dead reckoning angle (simulated in right panel).
To test whether mice adjusted their retraction amplitudes by their location relative to the aperture, we regressed the size of the retraction after first contact versus the (vertical) distance from the snout to the near aperture boundary (Figure 2.6B, left). We observed a wide range of retraction amplitudes (typically 15–35 degrees), but found no relationship between the distance at first contact and the size of retraction. For comparison, we examined what this relationship would look like for a simulated retraction made equal to the size needed to match dead reckoning (Figure 2.6B, right), and found a correlation between distance and retraction size ($r^2 = 0.39$). These results together suggest that the mouse is not using contact distance to adjust the size of retraction immediately towards the opposite boundary. Instead, the large post-contact retractions appear similar to head turning asymmetry during the head turn towards the aperture, followed by upregulation of whisking amplitude until opposite contact occurs.

**Figure 2.7:** Conceptual summary of active sensing strategy selection.

Mice may exhibit a range of sensing behaviors following similar unilateral whisker contact, depending on the behavioral situation. When moving the head into a new area (e.g. reorienting after contact with the initial boundary), we observe contacting side set-point retractions expected...
from previous reports of head turning asymmetry [58,90]. In contrast, when keeping whiskers on a surface is useful for task completion (e.g. contacting the far side aperture boundary), mice might employ a strategy of contact maintenance, where set-point adjustments counteract head motion in order to ensure repeated contact on subsequent protractions. The latter is consistent with a maximal contact strategy [91], now conditionally situated within a goal-oriented task, and not necessarily dependent on force feedback from contacts. The ability of mice to select from diverse sensing strategies based on the behavioral context of unilateral whisker contact suggests possible higher level whisk-by-whisk control, beyond contact induced or vestibular reflexes.

Although whisker contacts between the two sides of the aperture are unlikely to be mechanically identical, they are similar in the respect that they involve contact with an identically shaped and textured boundary by the same whisker field, and the two different situations of unilateral whisker contact are available for comparison within a given trial. The proposed selection between alternative sensing strategies in response to similar unilateral whisker contacts is summarized in Figure 2.7. The strategy of contact maintenance requires set-point adjustments that oppose those expected by head turning asymmetry, and we observe this strategy in some behavioral situations, where such contact maintenance may be most useful for the fine positioning needed to reach reward.

2.5 Discussion

The information available in neural pathways during active touch will depend on behavioral choices involving multiple body locations (e.g. feet, head, and whiskers), so that neural function occurs within the context of a “global” sensing strategy. We investigated how multiple degree of freedom coordination is organized in mouse whisker touch, specifically head-whisker coupling.
Previous reports showed mean whisker angles to be negatively correlated with head angular velocity [58,90], without determining the individual contributions of each whisker field or the timing of whisker repositioning relative to turn onset. We estimated the turn onset time in our task by a change in head position, which provided a more precise and conservative (early) measure than head angle change. The timing could in principle be improved by electromyography (e.g., in neck muscles), however with additional challenges related to muscle response times and interpretation of noisy EMG data. We observed mice asymmetrically reposition their whiskers ~100 ms prior to the onset of head turning, suggesting head-whisker coupling would not be due solely to a vestibular reflex, and may be under more sophisticated control. This would be true whether the turns were in response to unilateral whisker contact, the expectation of contact, or a central efferent signal.

Head turning asymmetry was reported for whisking in air [90] and spontaneous head turns during exploration of a largely featureless arena [58]. While persistent floor contacts occurred in the second study, no obvious benefit would accrue from orienting based on those contacts. Unsurprisingly, rats trained to make large sweeping head turns while craning from a platform and whisking into empty space [90] exhibited a larger degree of HTA than rats making spontaneous turns while exploring an enclosed arena containing no objects and minimal features, but including floor and wall contacts [58,106]. These differences in effect size, along with our finding of different repositioning in different circumstances (Figures 2.4, 2.5), suggest that rodents make
positioning decisions influenced by informational factors. The conclusion that simple, feed-forward motor programs or reflex responses are insufficient to explain the observed repositioning seen here, combined with previously described efferent signals in SI [51,76,139], the presence of sensory information in M1 to SI projections [140,141], the reported use of contact phase as an error signal to update estimates of distance [103], and short latency changes in whisking following SI stimulation [27,60], all support a whisk-by-whisk role for SI during selection of sensing motions.

A widely considered hypothesis is that bilateral control places each whisker field where it will acquire the most useful information, for example head turning asymmetry repositioning whiskers to “look ahead” into the region the head is moving [90] or mice modulating protraction amplitudes based on expected object locations [103]. We found both whisker fields need not contribute equally to repositioning, finding adjustment primarily of the turning and contacting whisker field. A mouse searching for a single object in a known arena, such as in our experiment, may have no reason for contralateral repositioning following unilateral contact. In a prior study where rats showed contralateral protractions when orienting towards a unilateral contact [91], the absence of repositioning in trials without orienting was attributed to attentional choice, and is consistent with our finding that repositioning responses are situation-dependent. Natural sensing strategies are complex and likely include reflexive contributions as well as central control. We have identified several aspects of sensing motions that do not appear to be explained solely by low-level feedback loops.
Experiments that independently manipulate the number and relevance (i.e. target/distractor) of anticipated object contacts would help clarify the mechanisms underlying detailed differences in whisker sensing strategies. It is worth contrasting search tasks with sensory discrimination tasks typically designed to study limits on sensory capabilities [92,131,94,134,142,55]. While the sensing strategy may influence the quality of acquired information, and hence task success [96,123], such studies likely underplay the closed-loop iteration that drives subsequent sensing motions. In contrast, here each contact is expected to be highly salient, and only minimal demands are placed on discrimination capabilities. Since the choice of active sensing behavior is of primary interest, the emphasis is placed on the sequence of acquired pieces of information and the associated iterative decision process. We suggest such designs should become more common for whisker based tasks, as a potentially powerful complement to studies of sensory fidelity, overt and covert attention, and decision making investigated extensively in visual and other systems [53,143–147]. Comparison of humans and rats in a simple localization task demonstrated that both used an iterative, convergent process to identify object location [102], and extensions of this paradigm could benefit from explicitly considering integration of other inputs (i.e. head or body motions) into the establishment of object perception. A distinct literature with overlapping conceptual content is sensor planning in robotics, which has also been informative to and informed by whisker touch paradigms [148–153].
We found that a similar contact by the same whisker field on the same trial can produce different repositioning in different situations (first contact with object, versus first contact on the opposite side of the object). Mice positioned their whiskers to maintain contact on subsequent whiskers, but only when doing so was likely to be useful for task completion (Figure 2.7). Significantly, we saw adjustments on the next whisk following contact [104,125], in contrast to reports of rats taking 3–6 contacts to localize an object [96,143]. These differences may depend to some degree on task difficulty. A recent study of head-fixed mice [125], showed larger amplitude motor changes after initial compared to subsequent contacts with the same object (a pole). The differences we found between contacts with the near and far aperture boundaries reveal coupling to head motion that is not accessible for study in a head-fixed experiment. An additional confound in the head-fixed study was that the animal often responded to acoustic noise as the pole had to be moved into the whisker field, and not contact alone [125]. Another recent study [108] showed that rats are able to modulate sensing motions to maintain stable perception in the face of perturbations (i.e., artificial wind); however, the animals needed only to determine relative pole locations while walking towards reward ports. Since maintaining contact with a located pole would not provide additional information, the strategy they observed of short initial contacts followed by a change in head trajectory toward an appropriate port is consistent with our view that animals select from available active sensing strategies in part based on behavioral goal. We find whisker motions are actively modulated throughout the approach, in a task that relies on tighter head-whisker coupling and in which the contacted object is the goal. The divergence from fixed whisker or
simple HTA models reinforce that active repositioning is dependent on whisker contacts. Mice engage in different repositioning behaviors given the situation in which a particular whisker contact occurs, from which we infer that repositioning incorporates contact information with past experience. Future interventional studies that manipulate activity in SI through stimulation timed to whisker motions [27], and measure resulting shifts in whisker and head motion could help clarify this relationship (see chapter 4).

Similarly, head-fixed experiments necessarily remove the contributions of head motion, which is likely important to navigation and sensory orienting, as suggested by evidence from the rodent head direction system [154–156]. The ability of rats to perform a bilateral discrimination task that requires intact whiskers, but in which they did not whisk [71] further highlights the importance of considering head and body positioning in addition to whisker motions. A highly interesting emerging technique simulates body motion in head-fixed mice using a virtual reality track ball system [157]. However, mice still are unable to significantly move their head relative to their body, and likely adopt other compensatory behaviors. While head-fixed and virtual reality experiments have strong utility for intracellular recordings and in vivo imaging [158–160], we believe such experiments complement but cannot replace studies of unrestrained animals. As mice orient to the reward in this task, it is clear that both head and whisker motions are critical to their strategy.

We chose to train mice with the full whisker field intact rather than trimmed animals. The
mice are freely exploring, and repositioning based on contacts that are relevant to a behavioral goal. While trimming to a single row of whiskers may aid videographic tracking, we believe that trimming is also likely to induce non-natural sensing strategies as the mouse seeks to cope with newly limited sensors. Additionally, the extensive plasticity induced by modifying the whisker field [161–165] may also alter whisking strategies.

We note that evaluating contact times from videography can be challenging. We mitigated the difficulty in visualizing whisker tips by using multiple observers and analyses robust to small errors in contact frame identification (e.g. Figures 2C, 5). Importantly, untracked microvibrissae were often in contact with the aperture during orienting. Microvibrissae likely enhance object recognition [135] and rats may alter head position to bring them into contact with a surface [166]. Future work should clarify what role is played by the microvibrissae.

An important question addressed by the concept of contact maintenance is that previously described repositioning behaviors sometimes predict whisker motions in opposite directions. One key issue is whether the whiskers “anticipate” head placement, as in head turning asymmetry, or “counteract” head motion, as in the minimal impingement / maximal contact strategy. There are really two hypothesized mechanisms at issue. First, the animal selects the mode of head-whisker coupling (to anticipate or counteract). Second, even in the latter case, contact maintenance / minimal impingement could be
employed without direct coupling to head motion; for example, the Prescott group initially proposed negative feedback from contact force to whisking amplitude as a basis for the behavior. With the term contact maintenance, we are seeking to describe a broader concept of combined head and whisker behavior that volitionally brings the whiskers into repeated contact with objects of interest, possibly driven by a combination of the animal’s expectations with actual object contact. For example, the anticipatory aspect of HTA could apply also to alignment of the whiskers with an object of interest, as we’ve addressed through our dead reckoning analysis. Prescott has recently proposed a more general framework of viewing whisker motions as a form of covert attention, using behavioral observations as motivation, but implemented in simulation and robotics [167]. We have presented data consistent with this broader view of whisker motions, with a particular emphasis on head whisker coupling, and how its changes over time align with task demands. We stress again that both head turning asymmetry and minimal impingement/maximal contact strategies were studied and described in contexts without goal relevant whisker contact, as if they are autonomous behaviors. We suggest that analyzing these behaviors in a true localization task, post-contact, is more informative of the underlying active sensing strategies of the animal, and advances our understanding of the nature and extent of sensing choices during active whisker touch.

Our results show that mice can select from a diverse range of sensing behaviors, that the selection is driven at least in part by the behavioral situation, and that the timing of changes is incompatible with a purely reflexive mechanism. Significantly, the responses
we observed in different situations often require the animal to act counter to the predictions of a previously observed sensing strategy (HTA or minimal impingement/maximal contact), while in another situation they may obey those predictions, suggesting a level of volitional control over the selection of sensing strategy. Considering both sensor (e.g., whisker) and more general body motions, within a goal-defined context, is likely to be critical to understanding the organization of neural activity underlying perceptual events during active sensing.
CHAPTER THREE- Methods development for closed-loop feedback

The analysis of coordinated head and whisker motions during goal oriented tactile exploration (chapter 2) suggests the possibility of cortical control in the selection of active sensing motions. Of particular interest is whether (and to what degree) primary somatosensory cortex participates in driving motor outputs during active sensing. To investigate these questions, specific tools were needed to deliver closed-loop feedback timed to active sensing motions. Section one describes a method for using facial electromyography to estimate the timing of whisker motions, section two describes the development of a novel light-weight optoelectric recording implant, and section three describes the development and preliminary testing of a real-time feedback system to deliver optogenetic cortical feedback.
3.1 Extraction of whisker motion timing from facial electromyography

3.1.1 Executive Summary

In support of ongoing efforts to assess the role of cortical sensory areas in coordinating active sensing motors, we developed feedback strategies to deliver optogenetic stimulation to the somatosensory cortex of behaving mice, coordinated in real-time with their active sensing whisker motions. Here we describe methods for extracting the timing of whisker motions from bilateral, bipolar facial electromyograms (EMG). In particular, we show onset times extracted offline from EMG envelopes lead whisker motion onsets extracted from high speed video (HSV) by ~16 ms. While HSV provides ground truth for sensing motions, it is not a feasible source of real-time information suitable for neurofeedback experiments. As an alternative, we find the temporal derivative of the EMG envelope reliably predicts whisker motion onsets with short latency. Thus EMG, although providing noisy and partial information, can serve well as an input to control algorithms for testing neural processing of active sensing information, and providing stimulation for artificial sensory feedback experiments.

3.1.2 Introduction

While high speed videography is the gold standard method for recording whisker motions [58,81–85,90,92], current automated tracking methods are computationally intensive, lack robustness across viewing conditions, and may be difficult to apply in real-time settings such as those required in BMI experiments. A more immediately available signal
comes from facial electromyography (EMG), which has been used in rats to track the timing of whisks [80,86–88,91]. Methodology for mice has lagged that for rats, in part because of the difficulty of making devices small and light enough for animals an order of magnitude smaller [168,169]. Here we describe adaptation of EMG recording and signal processing methods to mice, and demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach for extracting times of whisks in a way readily applicable to implementation in real-time feedback systems for sensory neuroprosthetic and neurostimulation research.

3.1.3 Methods

Electrode Construction and Implantation

We developed bipolar electrodes, implant techniques, and signal processing for facial electromyography (EMG) in behaving mice, adapting methods previously reported for rats [80,86,88]. Each EMG electrode consists of a bipolar, twisted pair electrode constructed using insulated 50 μm stainless steel wire (A-M System, part #790500). The lower stiffness of stainless steel, compared to tungsten used in the above rat studies, placed less mechanical strain on the smaller mouse facial pad. We heat fused a twisted pair of wires, whose contacts were spaced approximately 1 mm apart to approximately match an effective dipole of the aggregate muscle activity across the pad. EMG electrodes were implanted in the same surgical procedure as hyperdrives for cortical recording and optical stimulation [168] (see chapter 3.2). The electrodes were placed inside a needle (23 g), and passed subdermally from the anterior edge of the scalp incision and through the facial pad. The needle was removed and the electrodes retracted
until the distal tips were just under the pad. Electrode placement targeted the larger posterior whiskers, and was confirmed by eliciting small whisker motions under current stimulation (10 Hz, biphasic, 50% duty cycle, ~100 µA). The electrodes were secured to the skull with dental acrylic. A posterior skull screw provided electrical ground.

**Behavioral arena**

Prior to implant, water restricted animals were trained to traverse a 31cm by 9cm polycarbonate track in alternating directions to receive water reward, similar to the task described in chapter 2, but without the repositionable reward ports. Post-implant sessions were conducted in a sound and light isolated cabinet under IR illumination to minimize external sensory cues. Once trained, mice consistently completed > 100 trials in a 45 minute session. Trials lasted approximately 2 seconds and contained 30–40 whisks.

**High-speed videography**

A subset of trials were recorded at 500 frames per second by high-speed video (HSV; pco.1200hs camera, Cooke Corporation), through a mirror underneath the transparent track. Five to ten clips per session could be saved to disk due to data rate limitations; in order to avoid selection bias, clips were saved as soon as the previous save completed. For comparison to EMG, whisker position was manually scored from the HSV using a custom Matlab GUI. For preliminary studies, a single user tracked the position of a single large, posterior whisker on each side of the face (typically C2), and the position of the tips of the nose and mouth. The angle of each whisker was determined relative to the
snout, with 180 degrees indicating full protraction and 0 degrees indicating full retraction. Whisker angles were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (10 ms width) before further analysis.

**Signal Acquisition**

A digital signal processor based acquisition system (RZ2, Tucker David Technologies) collected all signals at 24.4 kHz sampling rate. The tether from a 32-channel headstage at the implant ran through an overhead motorized commutator, to facilitate animal movement, before connecting to a preamp and AD converter (PZ2, TDT). Recorded signals consisted of 4 EMG contacts (bilateral bipolar electrodes) and 24 cortical electrodes. The system also collected timing of camera synchronization and IR beambreak signals (used to track mouse position), and drove reward delivery.

**3.1.4 Results**

A primary motivation to validate EMG as a measure of whisker motion is to enable the use of EMG for real-time feedback and neurostimulation applications [170], in place of more demanding whisker tracking derived from HSV. In general EMG does not report the true angle of the whisker to the face [88], but in some neurostimulation contexts, finding the onset times of whiskers may be adequate. We therefore focused on signal processing conducive to detection of whisk onsets (Figure 3.1A).
Figure 3.1 Signal processing chain for facial EMG.

A, Block diagram. The differential recording is bandpassed, and the envelope found as the RMS using a 10 ms Gaussian. The derivative of the RMS can also be computed in real-time. B, Example of raw EMG signal. Inset shows a zoom of the signal within the dashed box. C, Example of $EMG_{RMS}$ used for offline event detection. D, Example of $dRMS$ signal used for real-time event detection.

We estimated the envelope of EMG activity, $EMG_{RMS}$, as the root-mean-square (RMS, computed with a 10 ms width Gaussian kernel) of the bandpassed differential of the bipolar electrode (all steps computed digitally). Figure 3.1B shows an example half-second segment of the differential signal, during a transition from quiescence to
whisking, with $EMG_{RMS}$ shown below (Figure 3.1C). $EMG_{RMS}$ was used for offline (non-causal) comparison of EMG to HSV whisker motion estimates. However, to predict individual whisk onsets, we found it useful to take the derivative of the RMS signal (Figure 3.1D), which eliminated low frequency plateaus that develop over bouts of whiskers and disrupt threshold detection. $dRMS$ is simple to calculate and robust, and may be more useful for real-time processing than the RMS itself, although both $EMG_{RMS}$ and $dRMS$ are potentially informative signals for closed-loop feedback.

Figure 3.2 Comparison of EMG to videographically reconstructed whisker angles

Example comparison of left (top) and right (bottom) $EMG_{RMS}$ (thick line) to HSV tracked whisker angles (dashed line). $dRMS$ peaks (open circles) tend to occur near the onset of whisker angle increase (protractions).
Comparison of $EMG_{RMS}$ to the videographically reconstructed angle shows the typical relationship between the two measures of whisker motion (Figure 3.2). Peaks in $EMG_{RMS}$ occur near valleys in the angle (maximal retractions), indicating that $EMG_{RMS}$ generally rises prior to each whisk, consistent with the expectation that facial EMG arises primarily from “extrinsic” muscles responsible for (forward moving) whisker protractions [80,88].

To quantify the latency from $EMG_{RMS}$ to whisker motion, we identified local extrema in both timeseries offline (using zero-phase non-causal filters). We then computed the amplitude from each minimum to its adjacent local maximum, and eliminated small events for noise rejection (inclusion criteria computed separately: angular displacement $\geq 7^\circ$, $EMG_{RMS}$ displacement $\geq 50\%$ above the median event computed over all recorded events). Figure 3.3A demonstrates this peak and valley identification, with open and closed circles respectively. Visual inspection confirms that the majority of EMG peaks and angle deflections in this session were identified correctly. We calculated the EMG-angle latency as the time from the $EMG_{RMS}$ valley preceding each angular valley. The latency distributions for both sides of the face are presented in Figure 3.3B. The median delay values were 16.5 ms (left) and 16.0 ms (right).

The preceding analysis shows the behavioral relevance of the EMG signals, and quantifies the latency from electrical events to muscle contraction inherent in the physiology of muscle activation. However, we desire a method that will enable real-time predictions of angular onsets given the EMG.
**Figure 3.3 Offline analysis of EMG timing**

A, Example of 0.5 sec of $EMG_{RMS}$ and whisker angle with onsets (valleys) identified by filled circles, and peaks by open circles. B, This peak/valley identification was used to quantify EMG timing (1 mouse, 6 HSV trials). Histograms show the latency from $EMG_{RMS}$ onset to whisk onset for left (n=244 events) and right (n=213 events) whiskers respectively. Median latencies for left and right are 16.5 ms and 16.0 ms.

Since whisker palpations begin with fast forward acceleration, and our recordings are preferentially sensitive to muscles driving this motion, we observed that high narrow peaks in $dRMS$ appeared temporally close to whisk onsets as determined from HSV. Peaks in the $dRMS$ signal were identified as local maxima between successive upward and downward crossings of $dRMS$ through a positive threshold. Additionally, we imposed a refractory period of 25 ms to suppress high frequency noise contamination in the threshold crossings. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this method at predicting angular motion onsets given $dRMS$ information, we define a measure, A, of prediction accuracy as:
The numerator is the total number of HSV-determined whisk onsets that fell within ±25 ms of a $dRMS$ peak. The denominator normalizes these correct detections by the total number of whisk onsets and the total number of $dRMS$ peaks. Perfect detection of whisk onsets without any superfluous $dRMS$ peaks would produce $A=1$. Whisk onsets that are missed, have multiple $dRMS$ peaks associated with them, or $dRMS$ peaks in the absence of whisking would all reduce $A$. A central question in detection of whisks by $dRMS$ peaks is choice of threshold. We determined the selection of threshold for $dRMS$ peak identification by evaluating Equation 3.1 over a range of thresholds ($\text{mean}(dRMS) + X \times \text{std}(dRMS)$, where $X$ ranged from 0 to 1.5). As shown Figure 3.4A, the predictive accuracy is largely flat for thresholds between 0.5 and 1.0. Accuracy diminished outside this range. Lower thresholds introduced too many spurious $dRMS$ peaks, while larger thresholds missed peaks corresponding to true whisk onsets. Based on the curve in Figure 3.4A, a threshold of 0.75 STDs above the mean was selected. Using this threshold, the probability of having a whisk onset within ±25 ms of a detected $dRMS$ peak was 71.3% (left) and 70.0% (right). The time between each identified $dRMS$ peak and the nearest whisk onset, which also measured predictive accuracy, is shown in Figure 3.4B. The median time from $dRMS$ peak to the nearest whisk onset was 10.8 ms (left) and 10.6 ms (right).
Figure 3.4 $dRMS$ peaks predict whisk onsets.

A, The prediction accuracy from equation 3.1 for a range of $dRMS$ threshold values, normalized to $dRMS$ standard deviations above the mean (over all trials). Comparable results are obtained over a wide range of threshold values between 0.5 and 1.0. B, Histograms show the time from each $dRMS$ event to the nearest angle onset for left ($n=289$) and right ($n=269$) whiskers. Given that a $dRMS$ event occurred, the probability of an angular onset within $\pm$ 25 ms was 71.3% and 70.0% for the two sides. (1 mouse, 6 HSV trials).

3.1.5 Discussion

We have demonstrated a reliable detector of whisker motion onsets in mice using facial EMG. Peaks in $EMG_{RMS}$ predict an onset of angular motion approximately 16 ms later, a latency from the first detectable electrical signal to the first observable motion significantly longer than computational time requirements in real-time feedback.
applications for experiments in sensory prosthetics during active sensing [28]. The ability to use facial EMGs as a surrogate for whisker motions is significant because it reduces the emphasis that must be placed on whisker tracking in HSV, which even if automated is time consuming, computationally intensive, and not feasible for real-time applications. Extraction information on whisk timing from facial EMG enables real-time access to information on motion onsets and allows for analysis of all trials rather than the subset captured by HSV.

We further demonstrated that the temporal derivative $dRMS$ of $EMG_{RMS}$ provides a reliable indicator of an impending whisk onset. Since the derivative is just a scaled version of the two-sample difference, this method can be used in real-time, and is subject only to user-configurable latencies needed to define local maxima. With causal filters, there will be an additional small (~5 ms) latency due to the high pass filter placed before the rectifier. Since EMG activation precedes angular motion onset, this method enables control strategies that involve providing neural stimulation before whisking motion occurs. Future experiments will seek to leverage this capability to deliver cell type specific optogenetic stimulation [111] that is precisely timed relative to whisker motions. For example, to selectively active either excitatory or inhibitory networks in primary somatosensory cortex prior to and continuing through whisker motion onset could clarify the strength, cellular origin and timing of thalamocortical “windows of opportunity” for integrating sensory inputs in the cortex [171].
The most significant limitation of this method is that limited information is available about absolute whisker angle. In some cases, we observed a slight positive correlation between the smoothed magnitude of $dRMS$ (100 ms wide Gaussian kernel) and the magnitude of angular deflection occurring in the 25 ms following peaks detected in the original $dRMS$ signal. This correlation was not sufficiently robust to predict angular information from $dRMS$ signals. Although the relationship between EMG amplitudes and angle deflections remains an important direction for future work, we concentrated on determining activation times and the relative timing of EMG and whisker motion, which are robust and may be adequate in many settings. Additionally, EMG recordings can be corrupted by artifacts from motion, sniffing, or other non-whisker muscle activation. It is important to note that no subselection has been done in this study for periods in which the mouse was actively whisking. In other words, our estimates of prediction accuracy reflect a reasonable summary of how the method would perform over a range of animal behaviors not known in advance. We expect that examining only periods of large amplitude whisking would significantly increase the performance of our prediction method. A key strength of the current method is that it is relatively insensitive to the choice of $dRMS$ threshold. While thresholds may be set daily in a short calibration epoch if required, we observed EMG amplitudes to be highly consistent from day to day and found small errors in threshold selection to have a minor impact.

We have demonstrated that electromyographic recording techniques can be successfully adapted for use in the much smaller facial pads of mice, and that EMG provides a robust
indication of protraction onsets. This technique provides an important tool to facilitate experiments in actively behaving mice to better understand sensorimotor loops implicated in active tactile sensation through closed-loop feedback.

3.2 OptoZIF Drive: a 3D printed implant and assembly tool package for neural recording and optical stimulation in freely moving mice

(Chapter 3.2 has been adapted from a submitted manuscript co-lead-authored with David Freedman.)

3.2.1 Executive Summary

Behavioral neuroscience studies in freely moving rodents require small, light-weight implants to facilitate neural recording and stimulation. Our goal was to develop an integrated package of 3D printed parts and assembly aids for labs to rapidly fabricate, with minimal training, an implant that combines individually positionable microelectrodes, an optical fiber, zero insertion force (ZIF-clip) headstage connection, and secondary recording electrodes, e.g. for electromyograms (EMG). Starting from previous implant designs that position recording electrodes using a control screw, we developed an implant where the main drive body, protective shell, and non-metal components of the microdrives are 3D printed in parallel. We compared alternative shapes and orientations of circuit boards for electrode connection to the headstage, in terms of their size, weight, and ease of wire insertion. We iteratively refined assembly methods, and integrated additional assembly aids into the 3D printed casing. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the OptoZIF Drive by delivering real-time optogenetic
feedback in behaving mice. A novel feature of the OptoZIF Drive is its vertical circuit board, which facilitates direct ZIF-clip connection. This feature requires angled insertion of an optical fiber that still can exit the drive from the center of a ring of recording electrodes. We designed an innovative two part protective shell that can be installed during the implant surgery to facilitate making additional connections to the circuit board. We use this feature to show that facial EMG in mice can be used as a control signal to lock stimulation to the animal’s motion, with stable EMG signal over several weeks. To decrease assembly time, reduce assembly errors, and improve repeatability, we fabricate assembly aids including a drive holder, a drill guide, an implant fixture for microelectrode “pinning”, and a gold plating fixture. The expanding capability of optogenetic tools motivates continuing development of small optoelectric devices for stimulation and recording in freely moving mice. The OptoZIF Drive is the first to natively support ZIF-clip connection to recording hardware, which further supports a decrease in implant cross-section. The integrated 3D printed package of drive components and assembly tools facilities implant construction. The easy interfacing and installation of auxiliary electrodes makes the OptoZIF Drive especially attractive for real-time feedback stimulation experiments.

3.2.1 Introduction

Behavioral neuroscience often requires the ability to record neural activity in freely moving animals by implanting light-weight devices. The increasing availability of optogenetic tools for studying specific neural circuits [113,117,172–174] makes the integration of optical fibers for open and closed-loop manipulation of neural firing an
important design criteria. The challenge of building neural interfaces is exacerbated when working at rodent scale (e.g. compared to primates with larger, fixed electrode arrays and headstages), especially in mice, that are about one tenth the size of rats. However, mice are heavily favored for genetic approaches for targeted optogenetic expression, making the continuing development of light-weight chronic recording technology an important technical problem. A well developed and ubiquitous design feature is a ring of electrodes (often 2-channel stereotrodes or 4-channel tetrodes) that can be independently vertically positioned by adjusting screws (microdrives) in an encasing “hyperdrive” [175,176]. 3D printed versions have been used in rats [177,178] and mice [168], with the latter also incorporating an optical fiber for simultaneous neural recording and optogenetic stimulation. More recent work has made significant strides in weight reduction while at the same time allowing for increased flexibility and higher channel counts [179–181]. There are now a wide variety of design approaches. Examples include lightweight motorized drives for improvements in positioning precision over manual screw adjustments [182–185], “optrode” technologies that seek to bring the stimulation source into close proximity with the recording electrodes [186–188], microelectrode arrays with integrated optical fibers [189,190], and silicone probes that incorporate micro scale LEDs [191]. Other approaches sacrifice size and repositionability to make high channel count arrays for mice [192], or focus on incorporating wireless technology to remove the need for a tether/commutator during behavioral tasks [193,194]. Each of these devices accepts trade-offs to optimize features important to a particular research need. Some devices are
labor intensive to assemble, may have poor reproducibility from build to build, and/or require specialized knowledge or equipment.

The OptoZIF Drive presented here facilitates assembly by 3D printing a package of not only drive parts, but also assembly guides and tools for straightforward construction. The drive is light-weight (~3 g), supports a fiberoptic channel and six adjustable drives, and can be assembled with minimal training. An unusual feature of the OptoZIF Drive is design for the ZIF-clip® system used by Tucker-Davis Technologies. Zero force insertion (ZIF) connectors snap over the hyperdrive electrical connector, without requiring tension between the headstage and drive during attachment and detachment (contrasted, for example, with the common Omnetics connectors used in NeuraLynx and Plexon systems). This process lowers the risk of drive damage and animal stress or injury, which while small on each day, can be problematic over weeks of daily recording sessions. Some existing systems use adaptors or other ad hoc assemblies to create a right angle between the connector and a traditionally horizontal circuit board (e.g. Tucker Davis Technologies ZCA-OMN32). We made ZIF-clip support “native” to our drive through a vertically oriented printed-circuit board (PCB) that allows direct ZIF-clip connection. An additional novel OptoZIF Drive element is a multi-part protective shell that is installed during the implant surgery to facilitate electromyography (EMG) electrode implantation; this approach is contrasted with fixed plastic cones that are usually secured to drives before implantation [168]. Together these features provide a light, low profile, flexible design for optogenetic experiments in freely moving mice.
3.2.3 Material and Methods

The OptoZIF Drive incorporates a number of novel innovations that build off of previously reported optoelectric hyperdrives [168] and are adapted to our experimental requirements [27]. Specifically, the implant required a vertical facing electrode interface board to reduce the height associated with ZIF-clip adapters, precise control of microelectrodes over time, an optical fiber for optogenetic stimulation, the ability to easily connect and validate the positioning of EMG electrodes during the implant surgery, and a simple and robust manufacturing process (Figure 3.5).

Implant Fabrication Process

The drive bodies used in previous designs [168] were manufactured using a stereolithography (SLA) process to produce large batches of drives. This process frequently results in a large number of drives that were found to be unsuitable during the assembly process due to a variety of defects. Selective Laster Sintering (SLS) was selected as a low-cost, quick, and relatively cheap 3D printing process that allowed rapid development and iterations of the designs. This process enables single drives to be manufactured quickly and cheaply. Additionally, the properties of the SLS polyamide were found to be favorable for the numerous post-processing steps (described in Appendix 1) and comparable long-term structural performance was also observed. Thus, the implant was designed to be 3D printed in single batches with the necessary supporting mechanical components 3D printed in parallel with the main implant. The main block contains the drive body, 2 part protective shell, and protective caps (Figure 3.5F).
addition, the top of the block provides holders for the microdrives during assembly and
grooves on the top of the main block provide length guides when cutting metal and
polyimide tubes for subassemblies. Finally, we also 3D printed the distal cannula of the
drive in high detail stainless steel in order to provide a consistent implant height and
ensure a smooth bevel on the distal end (Figure 3.5B).

**Recording Electrode Configurations**
OptoZIF Drive is designed to support up to eight independently positionable microdrives.
A variety of different recording configuration could be incorporated using this system-
for example a single drive could be assigned to move 1 tetrode, 2 stereotrodes (i.e. fused
together, but at different lengths), or 4 single electrodes. Each drive corresponds to a
single polyimide guide tube that opens at the base of the drive. These guide tubes are
arranged in a ring surrounding a larger polyimide tube that serves as a guide to place the
optical fiber (Figure 3.5C, inset).

**Drive Mechanism**
For chronic neural recording, it is often desirable to be able to vertically reposition
microelectrodes both to target specific brain regions and to optimize the quality of neural
recordings. This is accomplished through an array of integrated micromanipulators that
allow precise positioning of electrodes using a shuttle tube that is affixed to a “top piece”
manipulated using a small control screw, similar to previous designs [168,177].
Figure 3.5: Assembled OptoZIF-Drive with component detail

A) Photo of OptoZIF Drive with scale reference. B) Assembled OptoZIF Drive with protective shell and cap attached. Inset- Arrangement of guide tubes and optical fiber in cannula. C)
Exploded view of drive with components labeled. **D)** Drive mechanism for positioning microelectrodes. **E)** Zoomed drive image highlights the angled optical fiber receptacle and microelectrode wiring method. **F)** Main 3D printed “block” of OptoZIF drive body and parts. G) Assembly aids include a drive holder, a drill guide, and an implant fixture for connecting microelectrodes to EIB.

OptoZIF Drive incorporates top pieces that are 3D printed along with the main drive body. As shown in Figure 3.5D, the shuttle tube is affixed to the microelectrodes and metal guide tubes so that turning the control screw results in a precise movement of the microelectrode. The screws have a 0.8 mm diameter and 127 threads per inch. Thus, one turn advances the screw by 200 microns. Partial rotations of ¼ turn (50 microns) or even 1/8 turn (25 microns) can be used for small electrode advancements. We used screws 0.32” (8.1 mm) in length, which provided about 6.2 mm of usable threads once the drive is assembled, giving a safe travel range of 4.0 mm through the drive body.

**Vertical electrode interface board facilitates direct ZIF-Clip connectivity**

A recording drive’s design must factor in the requirements of the recording apparatus that it will interface with. In our case, a Tucker Davis Technologies (TDT) DSP was selected for use in ongoing real-time feedback experiments in part because of the flexibility offered in developing real-time control algorithms. The TDT system utilizes ZIF-clip (zero insertion force) headstages that offer significant benefits for easily connecting awake animals to the recording equipment in a way that minimizes the forces on the drive and the stress experienced by the animal. Many previous drive designs featured an Omnetics connector on a horizontal EIB, requiring the use an Omnetics to ZIF adapter for use with TDT recording hardware. The adapter not only negated the benefits of the
zero insertion force concept (inserting and removing the adapter requires significant force) but also nearly doubled the height of the implant, which impaired the mouse’s ability to perform certain experimental tasks.

OptoZIF Drive has met this connectivity challenge by incorporating a vertically positioned EIB for direct, low-profile connection to the ZIF-clip system. A custom printed circuit board (PCB), which is 1/32” thick (0.79 mm) was made to properly use the ZIF-clip and is held in place by a dedicated receptacle on the 3D printed drive body (Figure 3.5C,E).

**Optical fiber placement**

While past designs have placed a vertical fiber directly in the center of the drive through a small hole in the EIB and adjusted the positioning of other components (such as the recording connector) to accommodate it, this strategy is contraindicated by the design features needed to facilitate a vertical PCB. In the OptoZIF Drive, the optical fiber runs parallel to the drive cannula at the distal end, but is bent at the proximal end with the ferrule protruding from a specially designed fiber optic receptacle at a 25-degree angle (Figure 3.5E). The fiber is placed prior to loading the recording electrodes and the ferrule is fused to the polyimide receptacle using cyanoacrylate adhesive. Bending the fiber in this way may slightly reduce the efficiency of the light transmission, but since large fibers are used (200 microns), and the bending is slight over a few millimeters, the implant has relatively high optical efficiency. The physical coupling process and bending
of the fiber resulted in coupling efficiency of approximately 70% from the input fiber to the output of the implant. The optical fiber is positioned so that it just reaches the end of the implant cannula, without extending past and entering the brain. This system facilitates a fiber sitting near the surface of the brain post-implant.

Multi-part protective shell facilitates EMG implantation

The implant contains sensitive electronic, mechanical, and optical components. Thus, for chronic implant experiments, it is important that the implant is properly protected. This is typically accomplished with some form of protective shell surrounding the implant. This shell may also serve a secondary function by incorporating conductive material and providing a conductive path to ground for electromagnetic interference reduction. Previous drives have addressed this shielding/protective function using simple cone shaped shells. Such designs have a large volume compared to the drive itself. Specifically, it extends the lateral boundaries of the drive further past the animal’s head, which can be unwieldy in behavioral experiments.

To keep the volume of the drive to a minimum while still protecting the internal components, a 3D printed protective shell was created. Initial designs required a protective shell to be installed prior to implantation by sliding the shell over the implant. While meeting the goal of using minimal volume while protecting the implant, it became very difficult to implant EMG electrodes, which must be connected to the EIB during the implant surgery. Thus, the shell was split into two pieces that snap together near the end
of the implant procedure and are secured to the drive base with two screws. This enables the EMG electrodes to be implanted, tested, and connected to the EIB without the shell obstructing these steps during the implant surgery. The split shell and drive are shown in Figure 3.5C.

Two versions of the cap piece to seal the top of the shell are available. The first is used for completely protecting the implant, but cannot be used during recordings. A second cap has an opening that allows the fiber optic cable to be attached as well as the ZIF-clip headstage. During recordings, the drive is covered with a plastic sleeve lined with aluminum foil, which is connected to a ground pin on the drive body to reduce electromagnetic interference during neural recording.

**Fixtures and assembly aids speed construction and boosts repeatability**

The implant contains a number of small components that must be delicately assembled, often in small batches by users with limited training. OptoZIF Drive was designed to be assembled quickly over 1–2 days and has a number of additional parts, tools, and guides that have been 3D printed to facilitate rapid and repeatable assembly. On the drive itself, in addition to 3D printing the drive body, the bottom cannula from which the recording electrodes exit has been printed in stainless steel to increase the repeatability of the implant to brain distance and insure a smooth bevel on the distal end.
We also developed additional 3D-printed assembly aids (Figure 3.5G; Appendix 1) that allow the implant to be assembled while protecting the most fragile components (i.e. the microwires). The first piece, the holder, keeps the drive affixed and allows the drive to stand-up on its own. This holder is used during the majority of the implant construction process and significantly reduces the probability of accidental damage. The second piece, the pinning fixture, used in combination with the holder, allows gold pins to be “pinned” to the EIB without exerting large forces on the EIB or implant (Figure 3.5G).

3D printing of the drive base pieces involves small dimensions and tight tolerances that are near the current technical capabilities of the SLS technology. This is especially a problem for small holes. To combat this problem, all holes for steel guide tubes and screws have been purposefully undersized and require clearing by manual drilling. In order to ensure consistent drilling of holes in the base piece, we designed a drill guide that can be 3D printed in stainless steel (Figure 3.5G). This drill guide, which fits into grooves on the implant holder to ensure consistent positioning, ensures that the angles of the holes are consistent across drives, and more importantly that the holes for guide tubes and screws are parallel to each other, which is a common source of drive failure.

Finally, we developed a fixture to aid in gold plating recording electrodes. Traditionally, this process had a significant risk of damaging electrodes while lowering the drive into a small well of gold solution (for example using a bench vise or micromanipulator). This fixture consists of two parts, the drive holder in which the implant is secured similar to the holder used during construction, and the base. The base has a small well in the center
that is filled with the gold solution with an electrode at the center of the well. The drive holder is then pressed into grooves at the top of the base (after final cutting electrodes to the desired length). This fixture ensures that the electrodes are held at the proper depth to be immersed in the gold solution, but prevents any lateral motion that may damage the electrodes by bringing them into contact with the sides of the well. We have paired this fixture with a breakout interface board that allows easy plating of a specific wire without needing to make electrical contact directly with the ZIF connector or the gold pins on the EIB itself.

3.2.3 Results
To demonstrate the capability of OptoZIF Drive for neural recording and optical feedback, we implanted the drive in mice performing an active sensing task. Mice had been trained to locate a randomly positioned reward port in the dark using whisker palpations [195]. We sought to deliver optical stimulation to primary somatosensory cortex (SI) that was timed to the whisker motions of the animal. In this mouse strain, Thy1-ChR2-line 18 (B6.Cg-Tg\textsuperscript{Thy1-COP4/EYFP18Gfng}\textsuperscript{J}, Jackson Laboratories), the optically sensitive channel is cortically expressed most strongly in an excitatory cell population in layer 5 [111,114], suggesting an increase in neural activity from simultaneous SI recordings. Multiunit spikes from the bandpassed field potentials over many laser pulses are shown as rasters in Figure 3.6A (top) compared to mock trials where the signal processing was identical but no output was sent to the laser (bottom). Putative single units were isolated by thresholding at 4 standard deviations above the mean and sorting with mclust. Figure 3.6B (top) shows example clusters from a typical tetrode recording.
Figure 3.6: Multi Unit and Single Unit responses to optogenetic cortical stimulation

A) Rasters of multiunit spiking for SI recordings bandpassed (0.6–6 kHz) and thresholded to find spike times (5 std. above mean threshold) during real-time feedback stimulation locked to whisker motions. Stimulation pulses (top) show a robust recruitment of multiunit spiking ~5 ms after pulse onset compared to unstimulated trials (bottom) when the signal processing was identical but no output was delivered to the laser. B) Clusters for a sample tetrode recording from SI. Waveforms for stimulus evoked (top-middle) and spontaneous (top-right) spikes demonstrate that SI stimulation is recruiting SI activity comparable to naturally occurring. PSTHs for a single isolated unit in SI (blue cluster above) in response to the same stimulation conditions as A. Stimulation (bottom-left) produces a reliable increase in firing of this unit compared to the mock pulse condition (bottom-right).
Stimulation evoked waveforms in this sample unit were comparable to those that occurred spontaneously during the same session (Figure 3.6B, top). Isolated single unit spiking activity over the same pulses and fictive pulses as Figure 3.6A also shows a robust increase in firing following SI optical stimulation (Figure 3.6B, bottom). An example single trial (Figure 3.7B, top) also shows robust recruitment of multiunit spiking in the bandpassed neural recording.

To facilitate closed-loop optogenetic feedback, we utilized facial electromyography (EMG) to estimate whisker protraction events in real-time as described previously [89] (see chapter 3.1). An important advantage to OptoZIF Drive is its two part protective shell, which facilities EMG electrodes (or other secondary recordings) to be connected to the drive during the implant surgery prior to enclosing the drive. Figure 3.7A shows an example of bilateral EMG RMS recordings (solid black traces) compared to “gold-standard” whisker angles (dashed traces) estimated by manually tracking whisker angles in high-speed video (500 frames/sec). We observed here and reported previously that EMG provides a reliable estimate of protraction times, as the EMG signal generally begins increasing prior to an observed increase in whisker angle.

The processed EMG was used as a control signal to estimate protraction events in real-time and trigger a laser to deliver a single 1 ms pulse of blue light (473 nm, ~35 mW/mm²) to the optical fiber in the implant. Figure 3.7B shows an example trial where stimulation was delivered at EMG estimated protraction times determined by positive
crossings of an upper threshold. The system must be reset by a negative crossing of the lower threshold before the next stimulus will be delivered [27].

**Figure 3.7: Facial Electromyography tracks whisker motions and drives real-time feedback stimulation**

A) Right (top) and left (bottom) EMG signals were processed offline to compute the signal RMS (solid traces) and compared to videographically reconstructed whisker angles (dashed traces). The comparison shows that EMG provides a reliable estimate of whisk timing, particularly an indication of protraction onsets, and verifies its utility as a control signal for real-time feedback stimulation. B) This example trial shows that optogenetic stimulation of SI (blue bars) can be successfully timed to whisker motions using EMG (bottom, black trace). A sample recording from SI (top) (bandpassed 0.6–6 kHz) shows robust multiunit activation timed to stimulation.
Stimulation times are indicated by vertical blue bars and show reliable locking to whisker protractions. Importantly, the timing of the stimulus is driven by the motions of the animal, rather than a previously configured choice of stimulation times. Shown along with the EMG is a sample neural recording from SI (bandpassed 0.6–6 kHz).

In order to serve as a robust control signal for real-time feedback experiments, EMG recordings must remain stable over a period of many weeks. While much has been done to characterize the stability of tetrode recordings, the stability of EMGs has received less attention. Since EMG electrodes may experience more direct perturbations than intracortical electrodes (e.g. facial grooming), it is important to establish that reliable placement and stable recordings can be achieved.

**Figure 3.8: EMG provides a stable control signal**

A) EMG recordings from example trials from 5 sessions between post-implant days 9 and 53. Whisking typically begins 300–500 ms after trial initiation and consistent amplitudes and waveforms are overserved throughout the recording period. B) The mean baseline voltage
(average EMG potential in the first 200 ms of each trial in a session) shows stability after an initial period of high variation (during post-surgical recovery, prior to data collection) (mean +/- std).

We observed EMG recordings through post-implant day 53 (the last day of data collection for this mouse). Example trials from 5 sessions over that span are shown in figure 3.8A. On these trials, the mouse typically begins whisking around 300–500 ms after trial onset. We observed consistent EMG amplitudes and waveform shapes during this period. To quantify the stability of EMG recordings, we evaluated the mean baseline voltage during the first 200 ms of each trial (before significant large amplitude whisking typically begins) within a recording session. Following an initial period of larger variation in baseline voltage corresponding to the post-surgical recovery period, we observed stable baseline voltages for the remainder of the test period (Figure 3.8B).

3.2.5 Discussion

OptoZIF Drive seeks to address a common challenge with rodent recording drives with repositionable electrodes- that they are difficult and time consuming to assemble reliably and consistently, especially by users without specialized training. Small operator errors in conceptually simple operations can result in significant problems later in the construction process and impaired performance in the finished drive. For example, if the holes drilled for the control screws are not parallel to those for the cannula/polyimide/electrode assembly then the ability of the drive to smoothly advance by a repeatable distance with each turn of the screw will be reduced. We mitigated this specific problem by also 3D
printing (in stainless steel) drill guides to ensure accurate and repeatable drilling. In general, we identified steps throughout the construction process that were time consuming and/or vulnerable to operator inconsistencies and developed appropriate assembly tools as needed.

Apart from construction concerns, a major design objective was to limit the height and weight of the implant as much as possible, while still retaining repositionable microdrives. Significant savings in both areas was achieved by incorporating a vertical circuit board to natively support ZIF-clip connections without the use of an adapter. Removing the adapter resulted in a savings of 0.78g and 21 mm. Other design features were targeted specifically towards weight reduction, for example using 3D printed polyimide top pieces to replace metal ones, and cut-outs were incorporated in the design of the drive and protective shell to reduce the weight of large features. The result is a low profile drive weighing less than 3 grams and supporting direct connection to TDT headstages.

Open-loop stimulation experiments that perturb a system and observe the output on neural activity and/or behavior have been a staple of neuroscience labs for decades. It is becoming increasingly apparent, however, that closed-loop stimulation paradigms offer a powerful method to study circuits in which the brain integrates information in real-time while coordinating future outputs. The ability to record a control signal (EMG), process it in real-time, and deliver real-time feedback while simultaneously recording neural
activity from 6 tetrodes (24 wires) demonstrates the power of OptoZIF Drive for closed-loop stimulation experiments. Similarly, many neuroscience experiments have isolated particular aspects of a target system for study (i.e. anesthetized preps, head fixation, and whisker trimming in the rodent whisker system). The importance of experiments that allow for more natural behaviors is also becoming clear [195]. By incorporating the ability to easily perform closed-loop stimulation experiments within a drive that has been engineered to accommodate more natural behaviors (i.e. weight reduction and lower profile), OptoZIF Drive provides an excellent platform to study a range of relevant neuroscience question in mice.

OptoZIF Drive is the first optical stimulation capable drive design that supports adapter-free interfacing with the ZIF-clip system. The innovative drive design, along with the associated fixtures and guides to aid in repeatable assembly represent an important step forward. Validation of OptoZIF Drive in a real-time feedback experiment delivering stimulation timed to whisker motions demonstrates the drive’s utility for closed-loop experiments in freely moving animals.

3.3 Real-time feedback timed to active sensing motions

3.3.1 Executive Summary

We developed methods to deliver optogenetic feedback to mouse primary somatosensory cortex (SI), time-locked to active sensing motions (whisking) estimated through facial
electromyography (EMG). To explore the impact of SI activity on individual whisker motions, we delivered stimulation controlled by self-motion, as estimated from EMG. In a preliminary experiment testing the impact of sensory cortex stimulation on whisking behavior, we found that stimulation regularized whisking (increasing overall periodicity), and shifted whisking frequency. These behavioral changes emulate changes observed when rodents actively contact objects, suggesting a role for SI in the coordination of motor outputs during active sensing.

3.3.2 Introduction

Active sensing, in which behavioral choices modulate or maximize information acquisition, is important in exploration and object manipulation [37,58]. The neural basis of active sensing is likely to be central to efforts to restore sensation through stimulating neuroprosthetics. The rodent whisker system provides an ideal model for active sensing: rats and mice modulate the frequency, rate, and average position of whisker motions during object contact and exploration [51,58,88,91,92,98], much of the anatomy and physiology of whisker sensory and motor pathways are well characterized [52,78,121,139], and mice are a genetically tractable mammal [111].

A central question is how sensing strategies (e.g. rhythmic whisking) are related to activity in primary somatosensory cortex (SI), when incorporating already acquired sensory information into future sensing behavior. Figure 3.9 schematizes the tactile loop in rodents. Some SI neurons show tuning to preferred phases of whisking, with a
population bias towards firing near retraction onset (when the whisker is near maximal protraction) \([51,62–64,68]\). Tuning persists during object contact \([76]\), indicating that relative timing in SI could be critical for sensory processing. Rats are able to direct whisker motions toward targets identified only by the timing of SI electrical microstimulation \([28]\). Moreover, in one study, stimulation of SI induced whisker retractions with short latency, possibly via a direct projection to pre-motor brainstem, consistent with the population bias in preferred phase \([60]\). However, that study delivered stimulus trains unrelated to prior behavior, and was conducted in quiescent, head-fixed animals. We have developed a real-time system that delivers stimulation to SI triggered by individual whisker motions, and enables us to observe the impact of this stimulation on future motions (Figure 3.9, artificial loop). We find that locking stimulation to self-motion results in increased regularity of whisking, possibly analogous to changes following true object contacts \([58,98]\).

![Figure 3.9 Schematic of sensorimotor feedback loops](image-url)
Whisker touch produces tactile inputs and neural encoding in SI. This neural activity drives perception, but also changes subsequent active sensing, including timing and amplitude of whisking. Direct SI stimulation allows artificial feedback to change the relation between sensing and neural activity.

3.3.3 Methods

Animals and behavioral paradigm

Water restricted animals were trained prior to implantation to alternately traverse a linear polycarbonate track (30cm x 9cm) to receive water rewards. The behavior is easily learned and encourages active tactile exploration. Sessions were conducted in a sound and light isolated cabinet under IR illumination. For this preliminary study, data is presented from a single Thy1-ChR2 mouse (B6.Cg-Tg(Thy1-COP4/EYFP)18Gfng/J, Jackson Laboratories), collected over 7 experimental sessions. This mouse line expresses the light sensitive ion channel Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) strongly in layer 5 cortical neurons [111,114].

Signal acquisition and processing

We have previously described our custom hyperdrives for optogenetic stimulation and recording of SI [168] (see chapter 3.2), and adaptation of EMG from rats [86,88] to mice [89] (see chapter 3.1) for real-time identification of whisk timing.
Briefly, in a single surgery, hyperdrives were implanted over left SI (3.75 mm lateral, 1.5 mm posterior from Bregma), and bilateral, bipolar EMG electrodes inserted under the facial pad to measure aggregate muscular activity. Figure 3.10 shows the placement of OptoZIF Drive implant and facial EMG electrodes. The differential EMG input was bandpassed (0.4–3 kHz), rectified, and lowpassed (40 Hz) to extract the EMG envelope. EMGs and neural recordings from six tetrodes in SI were acquired at 24.4 kHz and processed in real-time on a DSP-based system (RZ2, Tucker Davis Technologies). A motorized optoelectronic commutator minimized restriction of animal motion by the tether. Additional signals recorded camera synchronization and mouse position at infrared beambreaks, drove reward delivery, and commanded optical stimulation delivered by a 473 nm laser (MLL-III, Opto Engine) coupled to a 200 μm diameter fiber fixed above the SI cortical surface (Figure 3.11). Implant location was confirmed in post-mortem histology.
Signal for facial EMG (4 channels) and SI neural recordings (24 channels) pass through an optoelectric commutator and are recorded at 24.4 kHz. EMG signals are processed in real-time to drive closed-loop optogenetic feedback. The system also receives input on mouse position within the arena, which is used to drive reward delivery and reward port repositioning. Both slow speed (30 fps) and high speed (500 fps) videos are recorded, with the saving of high speed clips under automated control by the DSP.

**High-speed videography**

To confirm offline the EMG relation to whisker motion, we collected high speed video (HSV) at 500 frames per second (pco.1200hs, Cooke Corporation) on a subset of trials (5–10 per session) [81,92]. Each video clip comprised a single traversal of the linear track. We identified clips containing one or more whisking bouts in each stimulation condition (see below) and manually tracked two points on a single, large posterior whisker on the right side of the face using a custom matlab GUI. We determined the angle of the whisker relative to the snout (180° = protracted (fully forward), 0° = retracted (fully backward)). In addition, body motion was tracked in all trials via a camcorder (DCR-SR42, Sony).
3.3.4 Results

Tracking of exploratory whisking for stimulation control

We sought to perturb neural processing during active sensing, to probe how activity in SI drives ongoing sensing behaviors. As such, we required real-time determination of when the animal was engaged in exploratory whisking. Individual whisks were identified from right side EMG envelopes by a double threshold crossing method as follows: whisks were defined by positive crossings of the larger of two thresholds; however, additional whisks would not be identified until the envelope dropped below a second, lower threshold. This procedure minimized spurious detections. Identified whisks were classified into bouts, defined to begin when two whisks occurred within 150 ms, and continuing as long as the elapsed time between subsequent whisks did not exceed 500 ms. We manually selected these parameters in preliminary sessions with other animals, such that the majority of bouts were identified correctly.

We developed automated offline tracking techniques in slow speed video (30 fps) to identify the horizontal position of the nose within the arena (Figure 3.12). Using the results of positional tracking, we computed the average head velocity for each bout and excluded from further analysis bouts where the animal had a mean velocity ≤ 10 mm/s. We also excluded bouts with ≤ 4 total whisks. These criteria helped ensure that only exploratory whisking periods were considered.
Figure 3.12 Tracking of mouse horizontal position in slow speed video

A. Raw slow speed video recordings (top) were processed to identify the horizontal position by smoothing pixel intensities to identify mouse contours (middle), then closing contours, thresholding intensities, and identifying nose positions (bottom). B. The output of slow speed video tracking is the horizontal position of the nose, shown here for six example trials occurring over ~ 30 seconds. Blue dots indicate the time of reward delivery when the mouse reached reward ports on either end of the arena.

With equal probability, bouts were stimulated (laser pulses delivered to SI), or received mock stimulation, with identical processing except that the laser was not enabled. Mock trials serve as controls for naturally highly variable whisking. Since SI activity has been found to be phasically tuned during whisking [51,62,64,68,76], we asked if SI stimulation might impact behavior depending on relative timing.
Figure 3.13 Schematic of preliminary closed-loop feedback system

A, The envelope was extracted from bipolar EMGs, and used to detect individual whisks and classify them into bouts. Bout and whisk timing determined stimulus design, driving laser pulses to left SI. B, Each bout was selected as stimulated or mock (control) with equal probability. Stimulated bouts were further subdivided, with equal probability, into 0 or 50 ms delay from threshold crossing to laser pulse.

Thus with equal probability, each bout was stimulated with either a 0 ms or 50 ms delay from the threshold crossings of each whisk, consisting of a single 1 ms pulse at 85 mW/mm$^2$ at the optical fiber tip (Figure 3.13). From the real-time bout definitions, the second whisk in a bout is the first stimulated whisk. Figure 3.14 shows an example of each stimulation condition. Whisker angles relative to the face, estimated from HSV, are included with the EMG for comparison. Vertical blue lines indicate the timing of optical stimulation, or where stimulation would have occurred for mock trials. Importantly, stimulation is driven by each whisk throughout a bout based on the animal’s own motions, and not necessarily in a constant frequency train.
Figure 3.14 Examples show excitatory cortical feedback driven by whisker motions estimated from facial EMG

Traces in each panel show the right side EMG envelope (bottom) and the whisker angle (top). The dashed horizontal line indicates the upper EMG threshold used for whisk identification. Blue vertical lines indicate laser pulse times (dashed blue lines indicate mock pulses). The example stimulation conditions are mock (top panel), 0 ms delay (middle panel), and 50 ms delay (bottom panel). Time zero is arbitrary.

While EMG whisk detection is imperfect, the comparison to angles illustrates that the majority of whiskers are detected and stimulated appropriately. Overall for this mouse,
after selecting for bouts of putative exploratory whisking across 7 behavioral sessions, we analyzed 1644 bouts; 828 were mock controls, 394 were stimulated at zero delay, and 422 were stimulated with a 50 ms delay. An average of 2534 1 ms pulses were delivered per 30–60 minute session. While bout lengths were highly variable, the mean bout duration was 1.4 s, and the mean number of whisks per bout was 12.6.

**Behavioral changes following SI stimulation**

For the Thy1-ChR2 mouse line used here, pulses predominately activated excitatory pyramidal neurons, with strong expression in layer 5 [114]. To confirm that stimulation activated a subpopulation of SI neurons, we looked at single unit activity aligned around laser pulse times. An example raster (*top*) and PSTH (*middle*) for a single session are shown in Figure 3.15A, demonstrating an increase in this unit's spiking probability shortly after laser onset, consistent with excitatory ChR2 stimulation. All pulses within the session are shown; since these were locked to whisks, the timing of subsequent pulses varied with the animal's behavior, with peaks in the pulse-time autocorrelation around characteristic whisk durations ~ 50 and ~100 ms (Figure 3.15A, *bottom*).

We then explored effects of stimulation on whisking and found effects at multiple timescales. The EMG envelope in the 50 ms stimulation condition (Figure 3.14, *bottom*) shows a small increase approximately 10–20 ms following each pulse, which we observed qualitatively throughout our data.

These were usually accompanied by small (≤ 5 deg) protractions seen in HSV reconstructed whisker angles. Moreover, a similar effect is observable in the 0 ms delay
condition, although it is largely obscured by the ongoing whisk, while not present during mock stimulation. Such short latency motions following SI stimulation are similar to an earlier report [60], but here protractions and not retractions are produced (see discussion below).

To reveal changes across whisks, we computed EMG averages aligned around threshold crossings (Figure 3.15B). Aligned averages of rectified but not smoothed EMG (grey traces) preserve high frequency features, including the short latency response (inset). Smoothing with a 10 ms wide Gaussian kernel highlights the interwhisk structure (black traces). The alignment procedure produces a large center peak, but pronounced additional peaks near latencies of 75 ms and 125 ms appear only in the two stimulated conditions, suggesting that subsequent whisks occur with greater regularity during stimulation.

However, increased oscillations in the aligned averages could be due either to changes in amplitude or changes in phase precision. We further quantified this apparent whisking regularization through interwhisk intervals (IWI), defined as times between subsequent EMG threshold crossings. In order to suppress any effects of altered bout length, for example if the animal became generally more active during stimulation, we considered only the first 4 stimulated whisks in each bout.
Figure 3.15 Behavioral responses to cortical feedback

A, The laser pulse aligned raster (top) and PSTH (middle) show an example SI single unit that rapidly responds to stimulation. The relative timing of other pulses (bottom) depends on whisking patterns. Inset: pulse timing over ± 250 ms. B, Average EMG aligned around EMG threshold crossings for mock, 0 ms delay, and 50 ms delay conditions (gray traces), and temporally smoothed (black traces). Stimulated cases show prominent side peaks following alignment (n=3900 whisks in each condition). Zoomed (inset) shows EMG deflection ~ 15 ms following
pulses. C, Interwhisk interval distributions for each condition (gray histograms), and cumulative density function (black traces), indicate increased regularity of interwhisk intervals with stimulation: peaks become higher and more narrow, and interquartile ranges decrease.

The distribution of IWIs across all bouts for all seven sessions are shown in Figure 3.15C. Comparison of the interquartile ranges (IQR) for each of these distributions shows a decrease across conditions from 129 ms (mock) to 80 ms (no delay) and 72 ms (50 ms delay). This decrease in IQR is consistent with regularization of whisking, and whisking at a more consistent rate. We also observed a decrease in the median IWI from 93 ms (mock) to 76.3 ms (no delay) and 74.2 ms (50 ms delay). The medians in each stimulated condition were significantly different from mock stimulation (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.01). This difference suggests a slight acceleration of whisking, corresponding to a ~3 Hz increase in whisking frequency for stimulated bouts.

3.3.5 Discussion

We have shown that optogenetic stimulation of SI pyramidal neurons, when locked to whisker motions, regularizes the timing of whisking. These results support that SI is not simply a recipient of sensory information, but during active sensing also plays a role in guiding motor patterns for subsequent sensing motions. Several caveats should be made. Although animals were not trained on a specific whisker-dependent task, object contacts with the floor and walls of the arena were common. Behavioral context is likely relevant to how animals respond to neurostimulation. The stimulation delivered was likely not “natural”: both the firing rate and synchrony of the evoked activity were likely atypically
high, and we did not preserve the laminar flow of activation following thalamic input [52]. Although placement over SI was confirmed by observing neural activity responsive to whisker deflection on tetrodes located in a fixed geometry to the stimulating fiber, it is also possible that stimulation over SI directly recruited activity in other areas. The detailed mechanism of SI modulation of whisking is the subject of ongoing work with cortical recording and varying ChR2 expression.

We used EMG threshold crossings for whisk detection, and delivered laser pulses with a fixed duration and amplitude. Future studies will include EMG frequency and amplitude information to vary stimulation parameters and may deliver stimulation timed to specific whisker events (e.g. protractions or retractions) rather than stimulation at various fixed delays from EMG threshold crossings. A central question is the perceptual impact of stimulation, which we do not address here. Ongoing work with real and virtual object search tasks could provide a dissociation of sensory and motor processing in SI.

A previous study found SI activation drove short latency retractions [60], in the same optogenetic mouse line used here. Our results suggest the effects may be more complicated, as we found protractions could be produced. Here animals were freely moving, and stimulation was locked to self-motion. In contrast, the previous study delivered fixed pulse trains during periods of quiescence in head-fixed animals. Further work is needed to clarify these differences (see chapter 4).
More generally, we hypothesize that timing of stimulation relative to sensing behavior, and not simply induction of stereotyped “codes” for sensory events, will be a critical element in sensory neuroprosthetic design. The presented paradigm for optogenetic feedback controlled through whisker motions could powerfully address the relation of cortical activity to perception during active sensing.
CHAPTER FOUR - Closed-loop feedback stimulation reveals somatosensory cortex participation in short-latency control of whisk timing

4.1 Executive Summary

In this chapter, we capitalize on the methods developed in previous chapters to investigate the involvement cortical sensory areas in coordinating active sensing motor outputs on short timescales. Actively exploring mice are able to select from a diverse range of available sensing strategies, and the observed sensing motions are unlikely to be purely reflexive. In order to investigate a possible role for primary somatosensory cortex (SI) in coordinating active sensing motions, we delivered closed-loop optogenetic feedback timed to whisker motions in mice, estimated using facial electromyography. We find that stimulation locked to whisking (timed to either protractions or retractions) increases the regularity of whisking (overall periodicity), but that an acceleration in the timing of the next motion occurs only for stimulation locked to whisker protractions. Additionally, we observe these changes to timing even when considering only the first pulse delivered on each trial, suggesting that the effect arises from an SI output, rather than from the animal acting over a longer timescale based on sensory perception and involving multiple cortical areas. Simultaneous neural recordings from SI show cyclic changes to excitability, specifically that responsiveness to retraction-locked stimulation is suppressed, which may suggest an active mechanism to limit responses in SI during times when a natural whisker contact is unlikely and incoming information is therefore more likely to be noise. Parallel experiments that delivered inhibitory optogenetic stimulation
showed a similar cyclic change in SI responses, with protraction-locked stimulation having a more pronounced effect. The short timescale changes to active sensing motions and the observed cyclic nature of cortical excitability in SI suggests spikes must be interpreted within the context of self-motion. This may have important implications for the design of sensory neuroprostheses that exploit active sensing context in delivering feedback stimulation.

4.2 Introduction

A variety of active sensing behaviors have previously been reported in the whisker system, including repositioning whiskers to “look ahead” into the region the head is turning into [58,90], and the manipulation of whisking parameters to maximize contacts and promote minimal impingement of whiskers on subsequent whiskers [91]. In general, mice are able to select from among a diverse body of available sensing strategies based on their behavioral goal and on previously acquired sensory information. We previously examined the timing of whisker repositioning relative to head rotations and found that mice reposition whisker set-points prior to initiating a turn, suggesting that the observed repositioning is not simply a reflexive response to the turn itself [195] (chapter 2). These findings suggest the possibility of higher-level control in coordinating active sensing motions.

Primary somatosensory cortex (SI) is a region likely to be involved in the coordination of active sensing. Recent work has shown that electrical or optogenetic activation of SI can
produce whisker retractions with short latency to stimulus onset, even when primary motor cortex (MI) has been chemically inactivated [60]. This study raises additional interesting questions; for example, mice were head-fixed and received stimulation only when in a quiescent state, leading to a speculation regarding what other (head or body) motions would have been observed in a freely moving animal, and whether the state of the animal (whisking or quiescent) at the time of stimulation would impact the observed results. Their conclusion that SI induces whisker retractions via projections from SI to the facial nucleus without MI involvement [60] suggests a role for SI beyond simply being a recipient of sensory information. We seek to better understand this role within the framework of an active sensing task.

Neural recordings from SI have shown evidence of phase tuning, with a population preference towards increased firing near retraction onsets (while the whisker is near maximal protraction) [62,76]. This phase tuning has been observed to vary with cell type and cortical layer [64], and appears to be enhanced during goal directed exploration (as opposed to whisking in air without contacts) [63]. Similar modulation with whisking phase was also observed for intracellular potentials in SI [68]. The observed phase tuning generally shows a small modulation depth and appears only in a subset of SI units. The origin of phase tuning in SI is uncertain and could be explained in several ways. For example, a distribution of cells with different phase preferences could have developed as an evolved system to detect whisker phase at object contact in order to aid in localizing a target relative to the head. Alternatively, the observed phase tuning could arise as a result
of a mechanism that suppressed SI responsiveness at non-preferred phases. Since natural contacts are most likely to occur during forward whisker motions (protractions), such a system could explain the observed phase tuning distributions. By delivering stimulation timed to different parts of the whisk cycle (protraction vs. retraction), we may gain insight towards distinguishing between these possibilities.

Our previous findings regarding sensing strategy selection and the timing of observed changes [195], along with evidence for motor control by sensory cortex stimulation [60], and reports of efference copy signals in SI [51,76,139], have led us to further evaluate the role played by SI in coordinating the whisk-by-whisk timing of motor outputs. We developed a method to deliver optogenetic stimulation locked to whisker motions in real-time using facial electromyography (EMG) to provide an estimate of whisk timing [89] (see chapter 3). We then evaluated the effects of SI stimulation locked to whisking in mice conducting a tactile search task, during the portion of each trial prior to the mouse making contact with the rewarded aperture. Specifically, we asked whether the timing of stimulation relative to the whisk cycle (protraction vs. retraction vs. random) influenced the observed changes in whisk timing and impacts within SI neural populations.

### 4.3 Methods

**Animals and Task Design**

We trained three mice (B6.Cg-Thy1-COP4/EYFP)18Gfng/J, Jackson Laboratories) in a tactile search task describe previously [195] (chapter 2). Briefly, mice repeatedly traverse a
linear, polycarbonate track (31 cm x 9 cm) in the dark in search of a water reward. The reward is placed at the center of a 1.4 cm aperture, which is automatically repositioned to one of four possible locations prior to trial initiation. In this case, all four possible positions lay along the center line of the arena at different distances, meaning the mouse did not know on a particular trial how far along the track he would first make whisker contact (Figure 4.1A). Sessions were conducted in the dark under illumination by custom IR-LED panels placed along the long axis of the arena. Mice were trained in daily sessions with the apertures immobile until the mice routinely exceeded 80 trials per day, at which point the automated reward repositioning was initiated. The mice were implanted with chronic hyperdrives for neural recording and stimulation once they reliably reached a threshold of 100 trials per day.

**Hyperdrive and EMG Implants**

We implanted custom hyperdrives for optogenetic stimulation and recording which are a modification of our previously described drive design [168]. These drives were modified for ease of manufacturability using 3D printed parts and for improved, low profile connection to the recording apparatus (chapter 3.2). The drives consist of 6 moveable tetrodes plus reference, in a ring surrounding a 200 μm fiber coupled to a laser for 473 nm light delivery. Drives were implanted over left SI (3.75 mm lateral, 1.5 mm posterior from Bregma) following craniotomy and durotomy. In the same surgery, we implanted bilateral EMG electrodes (twisted pairs of 50 μm stainless steel wire, 1 mm contact spacing) into the facial pad, targeting the large posterior whiskers. We have previously
described adaptations to EMG electrode design and implant procedures developed for rats [86,88] to accommodate the much smaller facial pad in mice [89] (chapter 3.1). The implant procedure consists of tunneling a 23 g needle loaded with an EMG electrode subdermally from the anterior edge of the scalp incision and exiting from the posterior region of the whisker pad. The electrode is passed through the skin until it slightly protrudes from the whisker pad, the needle is removed, and the wire is retracted until it is just inside the skin. The wires are secured to the skull using dental acrylic and correct placement is confirmed by passing current through the EMG electrodes and observing small rhythmic whisker motions (10 Hz, biphasic, 50% duty cycle, ~ 100 μA). Mice were allowed to recover for approximately 10 days before the resumption of the water restriction protocol and the initiation of data collection. During this time, tetrodes were advanced while evaluating the quality of neural recordings.

**Figure 4.1 Closed-loop feedback timed to whisker motions in an active sensing task**

A, Mice repeatedly traversed a linear track in search of a water reward located at the center of a moveable aperture. Closed-loop stimulation was delivered to SI in the stimulation region marked in blue with location in the arena being determined by IR beambreaks (dashed lines). Insets:
angle conventions relative to the arena and head. B, Block diagram showing the signal processing chain for real-time feedback stimulation (top) and the determination of stimulation conditions (bottom). C, Example trials from each stimulation condition showing the EMG (black traces), EMG thresholds (dashed lines), and stimulation times (blue bars).

Recording, Stimulation and EMG Whisk Extraction

Mice were placed in the behavioral arena and connected to a DSP-based acquisition system (RZ2, Tucker Davis Technologies) via a 32-channel headstage and lightweight tether connected to a motorized commutator, which also accommodated an optical fiber. Signals from 6 tetrodes (24 channels) and 2 EMGs (4 channels) were recorded at 24.4 kHz, along with signals for camera synchronization, reward delivery, and mouse position (via IR-beambreaks placed along the track). The same system drove reward delivery, repositioning of the rewarded aperture, video acquisition times, and output commands for optogenetic stimulation (Figure 3.11). Optogenetic stimulation was delivered by a blue (473 nm) laser coupled to the implant. Light intensity was adjusted to be ~ 38 mW/mm² (abs. intensity 1.2 mW) at the tip of the implant. Stimulation intensity was chosen with reference to published levels [114,168] and was shown in pilot studies to produce modulation of SI firing and whisking behavior (chapter 3.3, Figure 1.4). The optical fiber itself does not penetrate the brain, but is resting near the cortical surface once the implant is secured in place. Stimulation was in the form of 1 ms square wave pulses.

EMG signals were processed in real-time by bandpassing the differential input (0.4 – 3 kHz), rectifying the signal, and then lowpass filtering (40 Hz). A protraction was defined as a positive crossing through the greater of two manually identified thresholds. To
prevent multiple identifications of the same whisk, an additional whisk would not be identified until the system had been reset by a negative crossing through the lower threshold. This point was also defined as a retraction, thus EMG provides a real-time method to deliver stimulation that is timed either early in the whisk (protraction) or later in the whisk (retraction). These EMG derived sensing motions provide the basis for real-time optogenetic feedback to SI. We demonstrated previously that EMG whisk identification is relatively insensitive to small errors in manually defined threshold values.

In addition to neural recording and stimulation, we also recorded high-speed video (500 fps) for a subset of trials, typically 20–30 per session. The high-speed collection system was automated to save the next trial once the previous had finished saving in order to prevent a user selection bias. Videos were recorded through the bottom of the clear arena and captured approximately ¾ of the track length, including the entire stimulation region. On a subset of videos, a single large whisker on each side of the face was manually tracked to provide a ground truth measure of whisker position. The entire session was also recorded using a standard camcorder (30 fps) to provide an overall record of behavior.

**Design of stimulation algorithm**

Trials were defined as a track crossing in the direction of the moveable aperture and were initiated by the mouse. Mouse position along the track was monitored with a series of
infrared photodiodes. The output voltage from these photodiode beambreaks decreased when the animal passed in front of the photodiode, providing an estimate of mouse position. A trial begins with the successive crossing of two IR beambreaks (to ensure motion in the correct direction) within one second, and ends with the crossing of a third beambreak that is reached prior to arriving at the rewarded aperture (Figure 4.1A, dashed lines). The stimulated region covered approximately the middle third of the track, and no stimulation was delivered while the mouse was making whisker contact with the aperture. A trial can also end by timing out (trial length greater than three seconds, which prevents repeated stimulation on trials if the mouse stops in the middle of the track) or by exceeding a maximum number of pulses (15 pulses/trial). Additionally, there must be at least one instance of two positive EMG threshold crossings within 150 ms of each other since the last reward was dispensed in order for stimulation to be engaged, this condition was imposed to ensure the mouse is whisking during stimulation (Figure 4.1B).

Once a trial was initiated, it was randomly chosen for protraction-locked stimulation, retraction-locked stimulation, or Poisson stimulation (stimulation unlocked from whisking), and further selected as a stimulated or a mock trial. Mock trials have identical processing at all steps except no output is sent to the optical fiber. Protraction trials deliver a 1 ms pulse on positive crossings of the upper EMG threshold while the conditions described above are met, retraction trials deliver the pulse on negative crossings of the lower threshold, and Poisson trials deliver 6 pulses at intervals determined by a previously computed Poisson distribution (Figure 4.1B,C).
Data analysis

For offline analysis of EMG recordings, we processed raw EMG signals using non-causal filtering methods to ensure accurate relative timing and computed the envelope as the RMS of the bandpassed signal using a 10 ms wide Gaussian kernel [89]. Behavioral changes following SI stimulation were evaluated by computing aligned averages of EMG signals separately for only the first pulses delivered on each trial, or for all pulses in all trials, in each case broken apart by stimulation condition. To compare protraction and retraction stimulation, we aligned retraction trials by the protraction that preceded the stimulated retraction. This alignment facilitated comparisons of relative timing of the whisk following stimulation by ensuring that all trials were aligned to a common phase in the whisk cycle for unbiased comparison.

To evaluate neural responses in SI, we bandpassed (0.6–6 kHz) and conservatively thresholded (5 std above mean) one channel from each tetrode to determine multiunit activity. Peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of this multiunit neural activity were then computed for each stimulation condition, and plotted along with histograms of protraction times to provide a reference for the timing of sensing motions relative to SI neural activity.
4.4 Results

**Closed-loop SI feedback locked to whisker motions**

We used facial electromyography in mice to estimate the timing of whisker motions during reward approach in a tactile search task (see chapter 3.1). Based on real-time EMG estimates of whisk timing, we delivered optogenetic feedback to SI either timed to protractions, retractions, or at random times during reward approach. Figure 4.1C shows example trials for each type of stimulation, along with the upper and lower EMG thresholds, indicated by dashed lines. For each of the three conditions, half of the trials were stimulated and half were mock stimulation (identical signal processing but no laser output), to provide a baseline for comparison.

In order to evaluate the impact of this real-time feedback stimulation on behavior, we computed aligned averages of EMG signals processed offline with non-causal filters (see Methods above). EMG data was normalized by dividing each trial by its own maximum in order to account for differences in absolute EMG signal amplitude between mice and across sessions. EMGs were aligned around the positive threshold crossing that triggered the start of a stimulated whisk (for protractions this is synonymous with the pulse time, for retractions the pulse times are indicated by inset histograms); for the Poisson stimulation condition, averages were aligned to stimulation times.
SI stimulation timed to protractions alters the next whisk

Aligned average EMGs for evaluating changes to whisking behavior following the first pulse delivered on a trial are shown in Figure 4.2A for real stimulation (blue) and mock stimulation (black). In order to evaluate changes to whisk timing on the timescale of the next whisk following stimulation, we compared the secondary peaks following stimulation in the aligned average EMGs. We find that stimulation timed to protractions shifts the position of the first post-stimulus whisk forward by approximately 20 ms compared to the timing observed in the mock stimulation condition (Figure 4.2A, left). However, stimulation timed to retractions did not produce this temporal shift, as the first post-stimulus whisks remain aligned for the stimulated and mock conditions (Figure 4.2A, center). The observation that changes to whisk timing occurred even when comparing only the responses to the first stimulus pulse delivered in each trial indicates that these changes can be induced with short latency by sensory cortex stimulation, and are not simply the result of a long timescale change in motor patterns. For example, if the timing changes were observed only when considering stimulation given on every whisk throughout each trial, it may have been possible that the observed acceleration was the result of a more generalized increase in arousal or attention, rather than a specific motor effect from sensory stimulation.
Figure 4.2 Protraction-locked stimulation drives short latency changes in whisk timing

A, Aligned average EMG for each stimulation condition for real stimulation (blue) and mock stimulation (black) (mean ± SE) considering only the first pulse delivered on each trial. Stimulation locked to protractions accelerates the timing of the next whisk following stimulation and short latency EMG peaks are evident following Poisson stimulation. B, Histograms of interwhisk intervals following the first pulse in each trial show a significant acceleration in whisking from protraction-locked stim. Interquartile range decreases with whisk locked stimulation indicate increased regularity of whisk timing across trials. C, PSTHs of multunit recordings from SI aligned to the first pulse in each trial for each stimulation condition (black). Stimulation locked to protractions and random stimulation both increased SI firing, while stimulation locked to retractions did not. EMG derived whisker protraction events (red) provide a reference for ongoing whisking behaviors. D, Whisker angles from manually coded high speed video aligned to randomly timed pulses show a small increase in whisker angle ~ 20 ms post-stimulus (mean ± SE, n=12)
Changes in inter-whisk interval (IWI) also reflect this change as a comparatively larger decrease in median IWI for protraction as compared to retraction timed stimulation (Figure 4.2B). The IWI change from mock to real retraction stimulation was not significant (t-test, $p = 0.78$), while the change from mock to real for protraction stimulation was significant (t-test, $p = 0.0036$). Finally, the distributions of IWIs for real protraction stimulation and real retraction stimulation were significantly different from each other (t-test, $p = 0.016$).

To assess the neural correlates of this short-timescale alteration in whisk timing, data from tetrode recordings in SI was bandpassed and conservatively thresholded (5 std above mean) in order to determine multiunit spike times during stimulated and unstimulated trials for each condition. PSTHs for multiunit SI responses to the first pulse delivered on each trial (Figure 4.2C, black bars) show a robust increase in multiunit firing rate for stimulation timed to protractions and for stimulation delivered at random times. Stimulation timed to retractions, however, failed to result in increased multiunit firing. The correlation between a decreased responsiveness in SI and a lack of observable change to whisk timing following retraction stimulation suggests that SI responsiveness is likely reduced during certain phases of the whisk cycle. EMG derived protraction events (red bars) provide a reference for the ongoing whisking behavior relative to the timing of SI multiunit activity.
Interestingly, we also observed the emergence of a strong post-stimulus peak in the aligned average EMGs for Poisson stimulation, whereas the mock stimulation showed no defined structure (Figure 4.2A, right). We have previously noted small protractions both in EMG and in high speed video reconstructed whiskers angles for the same type of stimulation in Thy1-ChR1 mice [27] (Figure 3.14, bottom). To assess the behavioral impact of the EMG peaks observed following Poisson stimulation, we manually coded whisker and head position for a small subset of video trials during Poisson stimulation. Video reconstructed angles are shown aligned to pulse times (mean +/- SE) with the pre-stimulus mean angle subtracted in order to compare changes across trials (Figure 4.2D). The whisker angle showed a small (2–3 degree) protraction approximately 20 ms after stimulation. We also observed a larger whisker motion occurring on a longer timescale, possibly the result of the mouse responding to a perceived (and likely strange / unexpected) perception with a whisker motion.

**Stimulation locked to whisking throughout a trial regularizes whisk timing**

We observed that any stimulation timed to whisking (either protractions or retraits) had the effect of regularizing whisking, meaning that subsequent whisker motions occurred with a more consistent temporal structure across trials. This effect is reflected in the emergence of a stronger post stimulus peak in the aligned averages for real stimulation as compared to mock, especially when comparing the results from all pulses delivered in a trial (Figure 4.3A). This effect is not due to entrainment to a user selected stimulation frequency, as the stimulation is timed to the motions selected by the animal.
Figure 4.3 Stimulation locked to whisking throughout a trial increases regularity

A, Aligned average EMGs for all pulses in a trial for each stimulation condition with stimulated trials in blue and mock trials in black. The prominence of post-stimulus peaks with whisking locked stimulation indicates increased regularity across trials. Acceleration of whisking is also evident in the protraction-locked case. B, PSTHs of multiunit activity in SI aligned to all stimulation times (black). Robust increase in firing is observed following protraction timed and Poisson stimulation. Retraction stimulation, however, appears to suppress firing below baseline, possibly indicating cyclic changes in the level of SI excitability. Protraction events derived from EMG are shown below for reference (red).
It is perhaps more appropriately thought of as reinforcing a pattern of whisking activity initiated independently by the mouse. This regularization is observed both when viewing all stimulated pulses and when including only the first pulse delivered on a given trial (Figure 4.2B), reinforcing that rapid modulation of sensing motions from sensory cortex stimulation is possible. Additionally, the regularization is reflected in a decrease in the interquartile range of IWI distributions following both protraction and retraction timed stimulation (Figure 4.2B). This aligned EMG analysis using all stimulus pulses in all trials also shows the same shift in whisk timing selectively for protraction stimulation that was previously shown for single pulses (Figure 4.2A).

PSTHs encompassing responses from all pulses on a trial showed a robust increase in firing rate for the protraction timed and Poisson stimulation conditions (Figure 4.3B) similar to that observed following only the first pulses in each trial (Figure 4.2C). Stimulation timed to retractions, however, not only failed to increase firing rate, but may in fact reduce firing below the pre-stimulus baseline. A qualification to this conclusion is that MUA will also track changes in whisking, which is aligned differently on retraction stimulation (Figure 4.3B, red protraction time histograms), meaning that there may be fewer spikes near retractions even without stimulation. Despite this caveat, however, excitatory stimulation is failing to produce the expected increase in firing rate when delivered during whisker retractions. The suppression of SI responsiveness during retractions provides further evidence for a system that actively modulates cortical excitability, possibly in order to facilitate “windows of opportunity” for sensory
acquisition and suppress responses outside those windows. The timing of multiunit spikes relative to whisker motions (EMG protractions indicated by red histogram bars), also shows that tuning to whisk phase is weakly evident in the unstimulated case and more strongly visible during stimulation.

Parallel experiments with inhibitory stimulation reinforce cyclic changes in SI excitability

In order to better understand the observed differences in SI responsiveness to stimulation during whisker protractions and retractions, we conducted an identical experiment (same implants, training, task, and stimulation conditions) but with optogenetic targeting of inhibitory rather than excitatory cell populations. ChR2 was locally expressed in PV+ inhibitory interneurons of two PV-CRE mice (B6;129P2-Pvalbtm1(cre)Arbr/J, Jackson laboratories) [119] through an initial surgery (~3 weeks prior to implant) to deliver a cortical microinjection of an adenoassociated virus with a “double inverted open” sequence for ChR2 (DIO-ChR2-H134; U. North Carolina Viral Core). When co-localized with CRE, this ChR2 sequence is flipped to allow transcription, facilitating expression that is both localized and cell type specific.
Figure 4.4 Stimulation of SI inhibitory cells shows selective slowing of whisk timing and cyclic changes in excitability

Same analysis as Figure 4.3, for experiments conducted on animals expressing ChR2 in SI PV cells. A, Aligned average EMGs for all pulses in a trial for each stimulation condition with stimulated trials in blue and mock trials in black. Stimulation timed to protractions delayed the timing of the next whisk by 10–15 ms. Insets: Aligned average EMGs using the same stimulus intensity as Figures 4.2/4.3 show no clear change to whisk timing. B, PSTHs of multiunit activity in SI aligned to all stimulation times for inhibitory stimulation (black). Robust post-synaptic inhibition of firing is observed following protraction timed and Poisson stimulation. Retraction
timed stimulation, however, does not appear to have a similar effect. Protraction events derived from EMG are show below for reference (red).

We replicated the behavioral (aligned EMG) and neural response analysis from Figure 4.3 using these mice. When stimulating inhibitory cells in PV-Chr2 mice with the same light intensity used for excitatory stimulation in Thy1-Chr2 mice (~38 mW/mm²) we did not observe the same short time scale changes in whisk timing, and we did not see small protraction events resulting from stimulation at random times as we did with excitatory stimulation (Figure 4.4A, insets). A modest increase in light intensity (~57 mW/mm²) however, resulted in a weak delay of the next post-stimulus whisk when stimulation was locked to protraction events, with no change in timing evident for retraction stimulation. The neural responses to inhibitory stimulation displayed a similar pattern of cyclic responsiveness to that observed for excitatory stimulation. The expected post-stimulus inhibition is clearly seen for protraction timed and random stimulation, but no inhibition is evident following retraction timed stimulation (Figure 4.4B). A small increase in firing is evident, although this may be a result of reinforcing whisk/spike correlations that are evident without stimulation, as a similar (but smaller) increase is apparent following mock stimulation. Again, we see that the responsiveness of sensory cortex appears sensitive to the timing of stimulation, providing further evidence for an active mechanism for generating windows of opportunity in cortical sensory areas and interpreting spikes within the context of self-motion.
**Stimulation during quiescence drives whisker and head repositioning**

Finally, we sought to recreate the stimulation conditions previously employed in head-fixed mice [60] using our freely behaving mice in order to evaluate the effects of stimulating sensory areas on both whisker and head repositioning. In that study, head-fixed Thy1-Chr2 mice were stimulated with 500 ms pulse trains of 50 Hz blue light during periods of quiescence (awake, but not actively whisking). It was found that SI stimulation produced contralateral side whisker retractions, even when MI was chemically inactivated. We sought to reproduce this effect in a freely moving (i.e. non-head-fixed) animal of the same type with the same stimulation parameters. On a subset of recording days after collection of active exploration data, the reward mechanism was disabled, leading to periods of quiescence as the mouse became disinterested in the task. We manually triggered stimulation with fixed pulse trains (50 Hz, 1 ms pulses, 500 ms duration) during these periods, and acquired high-speed video, which was then analyzed by manually coding head and whisker angles. We found that stimulation generally caused an initiation of whisking, accompanied by head turns towards the side contralateral from stimulation and induced bilateral whisker set-point retractions. Viewing an example trial (Figure 4.4A) highlights the animal beginning to whisk following stimulation, and averages over all quiescent stimulation trials shows a robust adjustment to head angle and whisker set-points following stimulation onset (Figure 4.4B). This result helped to clarify an important interpretation of the previous study, namely that stimulation to sensory areas may produce more complex motor outputs (as opposed to SI solely acting as a retraction center), and that observing the animal in a head-fixed configuration may obscure
important coordination that occurs between head and whisker motions in rodent active sensing [195].
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**Figure 4.5 Sensory stimulation may drive both whisker and head positioning**

A. Example trial aligned to stimulation onset, where stimulation was delivered (in Thy1 mice) using 50 Hz pulse trains for 500 ms during periods of quiescence. Stimulation results in an onset of whisking (red- right whisker, black- left whisker), bilateral whisker retractions, and head turning (magenta trace) to the side contralateral from stimulation. B, Averages of bilateral set-points (red- right whisker, black- left whisker) and head angles (magenta) show set-point retractions and head turns following stimulus onset. Head turns generally began before whisker repositioning (mean ± SE, n=17 trials).

### 4.5 Discussion

**Distinction between sensory and motor areas**

Beginning with the earliest stimulation mapping experiments of human cortical organization in epileptic patients, the loose distinction between sensory and motor areas has been apparent. Penfield and Boldrey state that, “It is not infrequent that stimulation produces sensation and movement both in the same part… therefore it seems appropriate to refer in a broad sense to sensori-motor Rolandic cortex.” [196]. Further studies
determined that motion could be elicited in primates through stimulation in both “sensory” and “motor” areas, albeit with elevated thresholds for sensory stimulation [197–199].

The overlap of sensory and motor function makes sense when considered within the larger framework of cortical evolution, the specifics of which are very clearly illustrated in the whisker tactile system. All extant therian mammals have (or have evidence of vestigial structures for) tactile hairs [200]. The prevalence of similar anatomical structures along with evidence of whisking behavior among diverse groups of both placentals and marsupials suggests that active whisking was an important sensory modality to an early common ancestor of therian mammals (rather than a convergently evolved feature) [58]. This observation is particularly relevant here because marsupials exhibit several key differences in neuroanatomy, including the lack of a distinct primary motor cortex and the lack of a corpus callosum. The finding that marsupials not only whisk but engage in similar active sensing strategies (HTA, etc.) to rodents [58], suggests that the ability to actively modulate whisker motions in response to sensory inputs and behavioral goals is not dependent on the existence of a distinct primary motor area. Significantly, the observed behaviors in marsupials included those that required bilateral whisker control. It appears that sensory and motor functions in placentals have become increasingly segregated over the last ~100 million years, although even in primates (including humans, as observed by Penfield etc.) the segregation is incomplete. Primary motor cortex appears to have arrived late and gradually supplanted many aspects
of motor control, but by no means should we expect the segregation of function to be complete. These historical and evolutionary insights suggest that perhaps, rather than focus on the existence of motor responses driven by activity in sensory areas, we should ask how, specifically, sensory cortex plays a role in coordinating sensing motions and in what circumstances is that role most important.

The role of sensory cortex in coordinating active sensing motions

Our results support the hypothesis that primary sensory cortex participates in coordinating whisk timing during active sensing on the timescale of single whisks. This time scale suggests that the observed behavioral changes from stimulating in sensory areas arise from a direct motor output from SI (for example hypothesized projections to brainstem), rather than arising as a consequence of the animal acting in response to perception, involving multiple brain regions. Modulation of motion based on incoming perceptions is certainly relevant on a longer timescale. We propose, however, that SI may play a role in coordinating whisk timing on the timescale of the next whisk, independent of whatever perceptual input may arise from the whisker contact (or stimulation). Both changes to whisker motion (from facial EMG) and SI multiunit spike timing suggest that there may be sensory “windows of opportunity” around the time of whisker protractions in which SI may have the most impact on whisk timing.

The differences we observed between stimulating excitatory and inhibitory cell populations are particularly suggestive. We observed short timescale alteration in
behavior in both cases, especially when stimulation was locked to protractions, however, excitatory stimulation accelerated whisking while inhibitory stimulation slowed whisking. Our excitatory stimulation in these mice targeted layer 5 pyramidal cells implicated as output projections. Indeed, this stimulation may be conceptually similar to “hijacking” the output of SI, which may explain why our excitatory stimulation induced short latency motor changes and accelerated whisking. Stimulation of PV cells in SI may be thought of as delaying spiking in circuits implicated in local processing within SI. To the extent that those signals eventually drive SI outputs, and if the output from SI contributes to the onset of retraction, delaying firing within SI interneurons could lead to the observed deceleration for inhibitory stimulation timed to protractions. Since a higher stimulus intensity was needed to observe timing changes with inhibitory stimulation, more work is needed to determine if this difference reflects different population activation thresholds, a need to recruit inhibition in more cells (possibly over a broader area), or if it is related to changes in the dynamics of inhibitory post-synaptic currents with increased stimulus intensity.

Additionally, the observation that both excitatory and inhibitory stimulation in SI produced strong neural responses (excitation or inhibition respectively) only for protraction-locked stimulation supports that the observed effects could arise within the sensory area itself, rather than from inadvertent activation of other areas, for example MI projections. Since expression in the inhibitory animals was driven by local injection of a viral vector, the stimulated cells were most likely local to SI, and therefore observing
cyclic alterations in neural responsiveness in both types of animals supports that sensory
cortex is implicated in the observed effects. The short timescale of changes to whisk
timing from excitatory stimulation also supports this conclusion.

Figure 4.6 Windows of opportunity in active sensing

Schematic depiction of proposed “windows of opportunity” in active sensing. Green bars indicate
time of importance to sensory acquisition for vision (fixations) and whisking (protractions). Red
bars indicate periods of suppressed responsiveness in active sensing for vision (saccadic motions)
and whisking (retractions).

Implications for retraction suppression on sensory coding

The observation of decreased responsiveness to stimulation in sensory cortex during the
retraction phase of whisking suggests the possibility of “windows of opportunity” where
sensory information may be favorably integrated into the ongoing active sensing motor
output (Figure 4.6). Mice and rats typically make object contacts on whisker protractions
(as opposed to retractions) and therefore sensory information during whisker retractions
is more likely to be noise, suggesting the hypothesis of an evolutionary pressure to reduce
responsiveness during times with a low probability of providing useful information. This
dynamic suggests a comparison to saccadic suppression, which has been reported extensively in the visual system (reviewed in [201]). Visual responses in multiple thalamic and cortical areas are less responsive during rapid saccadic eye movements. Significantly, there is evidence that the suppression arises separately in each area (as opposed to being solely driven by thalamus, for instance) and that the suppression begins prior to the onset of eye motion, suggesting an active mechanism driving neural responsiveness rather than a passive response to the ensuing motion [202]. The specific mechanisms underlying saccadic suppression are incompletely understood, and we do not mean to suggest that they are necessarily identical within the whisker tactile system. Instead, the comparison may offer insight into the types of neural mechanisms that may developed in various sensory systems to reduce sensitivity at “noisy” times. It is important to highlight that suppressing visual responses during saccadic motion does not mean that motion is unimportant. Indeed, vision is a deeply active process, and especially in primates relies on near constant foveal repositioning. The motion is intrinsically important, even if the act of moving produces responses that must be suppressed to maintain stable perception. The result is a “window of opportunity” for sensing that corresponds to the fixations between saccadic motions. The analog in the whisker system may not be substantially different, despite the process riding on a 10–20 Hz carrier signal corresponding to whisking. Even though the whiskers may be moving, we propose that the dynamics of SI responsiveness create a similar “window of opportunity” for sensing which corresponds to the protraction phase of whisking. Under such a proposed framework, the observed “phase tuning” of neurons in the whisker sensory pathway
would emerge as a result of the suppression at non-preferred times. This suggests that perhaps the causal arrow needs to be reversed: rather than phasically tuned neurons providing information about whisker contacts, we may have a system of active suppression that results in the observation of phasically tuned neurons.

**Implications**

Delivering closed-loop feedback locked to whisker motions has helped deepen our understanding of both how sensory areas contribute to coordinating the timing of active sensing motions on short timescales and how cyclic changes in cortical excitability may create “windows of opportunity” for sensory acquisition. Thinking about active sensing in the whisker system in this framework may invite new avenues of inquiry that would not have been apparent without considering suppression of cortical excitability as a potentially active mechanism for enhancing the quality of incoming sensory information. The potential correlates to human touch, and even other sensory systems, suggest that understanding the motor role played by sensory areas and cyclic alterations in cortical excitability may have important implications in the design of improved prosthetics that incorporate somatosensory feedback through neural stimulation. Specifically, considering both the potential for unintended motor impacts from sensory feedback stimulation and how the timing of feedback stimulation may influence how it is incorporated into the ongoing sensorimotor strategy may be key design criteria in delivering artificial tactile feedback.
APPENDIX 1 - OptoZIF Drive Materials and Assembly Instructions

![Diagram of OptoZIF Drive Components]

### Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Cost (USD)</th>
<th>Weight (grams)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Implant main pieces</td>
<td>3D printed nylon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>I-materialize</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Drive body</td>
<td>3D printed nylon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>I-materialize</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>Part of (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Cap for use with ZIF-Clip</td>
<td>3D printed nylon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>I-materialize</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>Part of (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Cap</td>
<td>3D printed nylon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>I-materialize</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>Part of (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Shell 1st piece</td>
<td>3D printed nylon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>I-materialize</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>Part of (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Shell 2nd piece</td>
<td>3D printed nylon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>I-materialize</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>Part of (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>EIB</td>
<td>Custom PCB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PCB Vendor, e.g. Simostone Circuits</td>
<td>6.59 (in orders of 100)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>ZIF-Clip carriage</td>
<td>Plastic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tucker Davis Technologies (TDT)</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Heads to prevent damage on ZIF-Clip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>EIB pins</td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Neurax</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Fiber optic cable</td>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ThorLabs</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Fiber ferrule</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Precision Fiber Products</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>ARI-810-5F2-01-114-205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Implant cannula</td>
<td>3D Printed HD Stainless Steel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>I-materialize</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Metal guide tubes</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Smallparts</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Stainless steel wire</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AM Systems</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>PR 791268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Plastic transparency paper</td>
<td>Plastic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>IR absorbing</td>
<td>Black Flocked felt</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Thor Labs</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>PR 875F30.4626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Adhesive Paper</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>0.8mm x 0.32” filleted screw</td>
<td>Micro-drive screw</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Antrin Miniature Specialties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>0.8mm hex nut</td>
<td>Micro-drive screw</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Antrin Miniature Specialties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>00-90 screw</td>
<td>Skull ground connections</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Antrin Miniature Specialties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
<td>Plastic fiber optic guide tube</td>
<td>0.0135” ID</td>
<td>Polyimide</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>Plastic guide tubes</td>
<td>33g, 0.0071” ID</td>
<td>Polyimide</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3</td>
<td>Plastic shuttle tubes</td>
<td>38g, 0.0015” ID</td>
<td>Polyimide</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Tetrodes</td>
<td>12.5 µM</td>
<td>Ni-chrome</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Male connector pin</td>
<td>AM Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Female Connector pin</td>
<td>AM Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3D Printed Assembly Tools

- **S** – Drive body holder for gold plating – 3D printed polyamide
- **T** – Gold plating bath – 3D printed polyamide
- **U** – Gold plating PCBs – 2x 1/16” FR4 PCB
- **V** – 23g metal guide tube, 11 mm in length – Stainless Steel
- **W** – 23g metal guide tube, 20 mm in length – Stainless Steel
- **X** – Drive body drill guide – 3D High-Definition Stainless Steel
- **Y** – Drive body holder – 3D printed polyamide
- **Z** – Implant fixture – 3D printed polyamide

### Recommended Adhesives

- **Loctite**: Cyanacrylate gel, general purpose adhesive for most assembly gluing operations.
- **Zap-A-Gap**: Low viscosity cyanacrylate, used for gluing guide tubes into implant cannula.
- **Silverprint**: Conductive acrylic paint, used for ground wire connections.

### Required Tools for Assembly

1. Ceramic tipped Forceps
2. Serrated Scissors (for final cuts to recording electrodes)
3. Dumont #5 Forceps
4. Measuring Calipers
5. Screwdriver for M0.8 screws
6. Razorblades
7. 27 ½ gauge needles (for precision glue application)
8. Fine sandpaper (200-400 grit)
9. Small sharp scissors
10. Wire cutter for ground wire
11. Heat gun for fusing microelectrodes
12. Small hand drill with bits (#52, #55, #65, #70)
13. Current source and gold cyanide solution for gold plating
Assembly Instructions

Prepare electrodes (2 hours)
Use any suitable protocol (Nguyen et al. 2009; Gray et al. 1995, McNaughton et al. 1983)

Prepare enough electrodes for 7 microdrives, plus extras as desired.

Prepare EIB (up to 4 weeks manufacturer lead time)
- Use custom files and commercial PCB manufacturer to make EIB (B).
  - Circuit board thickness must be 1/32" to be compatible with the ZIF-Clip system. Other sizes may damage the ZIF-Clip head-stage.
- Use PCB assembler to ensure ZIF-Clip connector is soldered correctly.
- Can take 2 to 4 weeks to get EIB boards back from manufacturer.

Prepare Metal Tubes (30 minutes)
- Order custom cannula (G) from 3D Printing service.
  - Ordered using I.Materialize’s HD Stainless Steel 3D Printing service.
  - Otherwise a 17g syringe needle, cut to 6.5 mm of length and rounded on the distal end can be used.
  - Can take 2 to 4 weeks to get parts.
- Prepare eight 23g metal guide tubes (H.1-H.8)
  - Tubes should be 11 mm in length.
  - When cut using a dremel cutting wheel, approximately 2 mm of material is used.
  - Deburr ends of tubes with appropriate tool.
  - Clean out ends with a 27½ gauge syringe needle.
- Prepare various polyimide tubes (O1, O2.1-O2.8, O3.1-O3.8)
  - One fiber optic cable guide tube, cut 50 mm (2 inch) of a 0.0137” polyimide tube (O1)
  - Eight guide tubes, cut 50 mm (2 inch) of 33 gauge polyimide tube (O2.1-O2.8)
  - Eight shuttle tubes, cut 25 mm (1 inch) of 38 gauge polyimide tube (O3.1-O3.8)

Prepare Drive Body (15 minutes)
- Check quality of 3D printed main pieces. The designed implant was designed for the highest print qualities using SLS polyamide printing. Most development was completed using I.Materialize’s selective laser sintering center in Europe (Belgium). Build qualities from different centers and companies must be carefully inspected for high-quality printing, especially of small features.

- Remove drive body (A1) from printed piece (A) with wire cutters. The remaining material on the body can be cleared with a razor blade.
- Most holes are purposely undersized and must be cleared with the appropriate drill bits. Process is done with manual tool set.

- If necessary, clear out the EIB space with #55 gauge drill bit.
  - Test by placing EIB board in its position and checking if the holes line up on both sides.

  Clean fiber optic receptacle. Use fingers to support the tube while drilling.
  - Use #55 gauge drill bit to clear out the top of the fiber receptacle, i.e. where the fiber ferrule is attached later. This is approximately 2.5 mm deep.
  - Use smaller #65 gauge drill bit to clear remaining fiber optic path in drive body. This is approximately 14 mm deep from the top of the receptacle.

- Clean bottom cannula hole for implant cannula (G) using #52 drill bit.
  - Make sure drill is inserted straight. This step is usually performed with the drive upside down.

- Clean side mounting holes with #70 gauge drill bit. Between 6 mm to 9 mm of material should be cleared out on both sides.
Load Drive Body in Holder (5 minutes)

- The drive has two sides, but is completely symmetric, except for a small notch on one side. Thus, it’s possible to select front (optical fiber) and back (ground pin) sides to ensure naming consistency. The standard convention employed here is to have the notch on the back side. The EIB front side (with text) and fiber will be on the front side of the drive body.
  - With this convention, R is the reference, 6 tetrodes are listed in clockwise direction (1 through 6), with an unused (labelled X) position interrupting on the back side.
- The drive will be inserted and removed from the holder multiple times during the assembly process.

Prime Microdrive Holes in Drive Body (30 minutes)

- Using the drive body drill guide (X), create #70 gauge drill bit holes for all eight Microdrive positions. Use the #70 gauge drill bit for all 16 holes, 8 on each side, 2 for each microdrive.
- Entry direction should be parallel with guide holes.
- Complete manual drilling of each hole until the drill bit appears underneath the main drive body. This is approximately 12 mm deep.
- Flush out all the holes using a long 23 gauge stainless steel tube when complete.
- Do not remove drive body from holder.
- Prime the drive by screwing in all eight 0.8 mm screws (M1.1-M1.8).
- When screwing in each screw, place the long 23 gauge tube (W) as a priming tube to improve drive performance. Note, for clarity of presentation, the screws are shown removed in the illustration below.
- Carefully thread the 0.8 mm screws (M1.1-M1.8), keeping in mind that one should back up a few turns after each advance to ensure smooth threads (Approximately 2 turns back for each ½ -1 full forward turn).
- The screws should remain parallel to the hole while threading with the screw.
  Flush out all the holes using a long 23 gauge steel tube (W), moving the tube back and forth.

- Remove all eight microdrives from main body:
  - Remove the screw (M1) with the priming tube (W) inserted.
  - Remove the priming tube (W).
  - Cut off individual top piece using wire cutters and trim excess material on top piece with a razor blade.
  - Keep track of each top piece’s original location.
Build Microdrive assemblies (30 minutes + 2 hours)

- Prepare all eight microdrives from top pieces.
  - Screw (M1) into top piece.
  - Tighten nut (M2) to the underside of the top piece.
  - Make sure to tighten the nut all the way into top piece, but don’t overdo it. It has been found that tightening and then a slight untightening (¼ turn) provides the most appropriate fitting. It can be helpful to hold the nut with a forceps while tightening.
  - Use Loctite on the underside of the nut to lock the top piece into a freely rotating, but tightly controlled mechanical microdrive.
    - A simple apparatus shown above can be used to easily glue drives.
    - It’s recommend to apply the Loctite with a 27 ½ gauge syringe needle under a microscope.
  - Wait two hours for glue to dry.
  - Keep track of top pieces and their original location on the drive.
    - Use the built-in drying rack that’s part of the main implant main pieces (A).
Place Guide Tubes and Cannula in Drive Body (30 minutes + 2 hours)

- Remove drive body (A1) from drive body holder (Y).
- Through the top, thread fiber optic guide tube (O1) and eight guide tubes (O2) through their respective holes in the drive body.
- Allow tubes to exit the small bottom hole of the drive body.
  - Most tubes will fit easily, use tweezers to push the other tubes through.
- Wedge implant cannula (G) through tubes into bottom of drive body.
- Before gluing guide tubes into place, position tubes appropriately.
- Microdrive guide tubes (O2) should extend 3 mm from drive body (A1).
- Fiber optic guide tube (O1) must be positioned below the larger hole.

Glue cannula to bottom of the drive body.
Apply 2 drops in total of Zap-a-Gap glue to entrance of cannula. Apply with tubes parallel to ground and capillary forces will wick glue into cannula.
Slice off excess polyimide tubes with razor blade.

- Using Loctite, glue cannula (G) to drive body.
- Using Zap-a-Gap glue, apply two drops of glue to entrance of cannula. Apply with tubes parallel to ground so that capillary forces wick glue into the cannula.
- Wait 2 hours for glue to dry.
- Slice off excess polyimide tubes with a razor blade at the end of the cannula.
Install Microdrives and Attach Guide Tubes into Drive Body (30 minutes + 2 hours)

- Put drive body (A1) back in holder (Y).
- For all eight microdrives:
  - Put long metal tube (W) into inner hole.
  - Use long metal tube as guide while screwing in microdrive.
  - Tighten until the glue underneath the nut touches the drive body. Continuing to tighten will strip the guide threads. This distance is about 0.2 mm above the drive body.
  - Take out the long metal tube (W).
  - Insert 23 gauge metal tube (H) into drive body and microdrive.
    - 23 gauge metal tube (H) should be 1.5 mm above the top piece. This is slightly above the top of the screw.
  - Move guide tube up slightly.
  - Apply glue to tube above top piece.
  - Slowly twist drive into correct position. May dry instantly.
- Glue 23 gauge metal tubes (H) to microdrives:
  - Recommended procedure is to move guide tube up slightly.
  - Apply Loctite glue to bottom of tube using a 27 \( \frac{1}{2} \) g needle.
  - Slowly twist metal tube downward to correct position. If done correctly, this will form an instant bond. Be careful not to push too fast.
  - Wait 2 hours for glue to dry.
Install Shuttle Tubes into Microdrives (45 minutes + 2 hours)

- For all eight microdrives:
  - Via bottom of drive, thread 38 gauge polyimide shuttle tubes (O3) through guide tubes (O2).
    - This is an appropriate time to map position where each Microdrive exists the implant cannula for later reference.
    - If desired, the drive can be removed from the holder and placed upside down under a microscope for this step.
  - Thread tubes until they are flush with the bottom cannula (G).
  - Glue 38 gauge polyimide shuttle tubes (O3) to 23 gauge metal tube (H). Excessive glue may cause damage to the polyimide on run down and fuse the shuttle tube to the guide tube.
  - Wait 2 hours for glue to dry.
  - Cut top of tube, leaving about 1 mm above 23 gauge metal guide tube (H).

Install Fiber Optic Cable (15 minutes + 2 hours)

- Make sure that the bottom of the cannula (G) is pressed against a rigid surface to prevent the fiber from protruding from the cannula.
- Thread fiber optic cable (E) through the fiber guide polyimide tube (O1).
- With the fiber cable and ferrule (E+F) slightly retracted, apply Loctite glue to fiber holder.
- Quickly insert fiber cable and fiber cannula (E+F) into fiber holder.

- Glue will dry almost instantly, but be careful not to push too fast or the fiber cable may break.
Integrate EIB into Drive Body (15 minutes + 2 hours)

- Insert EIB (B) into drive body (A1).
  - The front size of the EIB contains text. The front side of the drive body doesn’t contain a notch.
- Apply Loctite to both holes when EIB is lined up with drive body.
- Repeat on other side of the drive.
- Use a needle to ensure that glue spans the length of the EIB and drive body on both the top and bottom of the EIB.
- Attach ZIP-Clip carriage (C) to EIB. The plastic carriage (C) indicates and determines connector polarity. The notch on the left side indicates the front side. The front side of the EIB contains printed text.

Integrate Gold Pin Ground Connection and Pin to EIB (15 min)

- Solder a 2 inch length of 0.005” stainless steel wire (I) to a female gold pin connector (R). Make sure that the solder on the outside of the connector doesn’t substantially change the outer diameter or it won’t fit in the ground pin receptacle.
- Test find the gold pin connector in the ground pin receptacle.
- Once a good fit has been established, remove the pin, place a drop of Loctite in the hold, and then quickly reinsert the pin.
- Use a small needle to add additional glue at the junction between the gold pin and the receptacle.
- Pin the wire from the ground pin to the one of the ground slots on the EIB.
  - This can be done either before or after installing recording electrodes, depending on preference.
  - The wire can be passed underneath the microdrives in positions 5 and 6 in order to avoid interfering with the fragile microwires.
Integrate Microwires (Tetrodes) into Microdrives (2 hours + 2 hours)

- Wiring Patterns:
  - When connecting the microelectrode wiring, the recommended positions are shown.
  - Wiring is easiest going from center out.
  - Start with the back side, connect T4, T5, and then T6.
  - Flip, and finish with the front side, connect the reference, T1, T2, and then T3.
    - Only connect one electrode when connecting the reference electrode. Additional parallel wires being simultaneously pinned will create an impedance mismatch with other channels. The remaining wires can be placed in the holes without pinning.

Use gold pins to connect individual electrodes to EIB.
Use fixture to apply force perpendicular to gold pins.
Use rings built into drive body to smoothly loop microelectrodes.
Guide microelectrodes through top of microdrives.
For all eight microdrives:
- Working under a microscope, place the wires into the appropriate holes on the EIB.
- Use gold pins (D) to connect electrodes to EIB (B).
- Use fixture (Z) and holder (Y) to apply force perpendicular to gold pins. This can be done by pressing the pin with a small screwdriver. Excessive force may break the wire.
- Use built-in rings to loop the microelectrodes (P). The loop should be as small as possible without putting tension on the wire.
- Guide tetrodes (P) through top of microdrives.

For all eight microdrives:
- With the microdrives at their lowest level, cut the microelectrodes (P) so that they are longer than 3.5 mm, but do not exit the holder.
- Glue microelectrodes (P) to 38 gauge polyimide shuttle tubes (O3). Best done under microscope.
- Wait two hours for glue to dry.

Final Microelectrode Cuts (2 hours)
- Remove drive body (A1) from drive holder (Y).
- Retract all microelectrodes (P) into cannula (G).
- Place drive body (A1) in a vise next to serrated microelectrode cutting scissors in second vise.
- Position bottom blade of scissors 3 mm from base of cannula.
- When cutting, move top blade down across the bottom blade.
- Retract finished microelectrode (P) and repeat for all microelectrodes.
Gold Plating of Microelectrodes (1 hour)

- Place drive in custom gold plating holder (S) with all drives retracted.
- Press the holder into the gold plating base piece (T).
- Turn screws on all microdrives to advance electrode tips into gold solution well.
- Connect ground to the pin in the gold plating fixture.
- Plate each wire to desired impedance by applying direct current (1.0 μA) through the microwire to the ground pin according to desired protocol. Use gold plating PCBs (U) for easy access to each microelectrode.
- Record impedance of each wire before and after plating.
- Carefully remove the drive holder from the base piece with the electrodes still extended.
- Clean tip of drive by immersing in ethanol.
- Allow time for the electrodes to dry, then retract each drive until the electrode tip is still 2 full screw turns into the cannula (G) (best done under microscope). This will ensure that there is a consistent and known number of turns before the wires exit the cannula after implantation.
Prepare protective shell and cap (30 minutes)

- Cut remaining pieces from the main implant block, i.e. ZIF-Clip cap (A2), cap (A3), and two protective shell pieces (A4+A5) from implant main pieces block (A).
  - Deburr main edges.
- Snap shell pieces (A4+A5) together around drive body (A1).
- Don’t screw in. This is only used to make outer shields, the final shell assembly will occur during the implant surgery.
- Snap cap (A3) over top of shell pieces (A4 + A5).
- Make plastic outer shield for “home cage”.
  - Cut a rectangle out of transparency paper (J), 25 mm (1 inch) x 146 mm (5 ¾ inches).
  - Roll rectangle into cylinder that fits tightly around cap and shell pieces.
  - Use paper tape to keep cylinder shape.
• Make ground shield for electrophysiological recordings.
  o Cut rectangles out of transparency paper (J), IR absorbing paper (K), and aluminium foil (L).
    ▪ Approximately 25 mm (1 inch) x 146 mm (5 3/4 inches)
  o The aluminum foil cylinder goes inside the plastic transparency cylinder. The IR absorbing paper goes on the outside of the plastic transparency cylinder.
    ▪ Scotch tape be used in addition to paper tape.
  o A male gold pin (Q) is attached to the aluminum foil by using silver print and a length of 0.005” stainless steel wire (I) about 50 mm (2 inches) long.
  o The ground shield can be reused for multiple mice, although having a backup on hand is recommended.

Record Drive Parameters (15 minutes)

• Record drive weight.
• Record fiber optic transmittance.
• Record cannula output map

Prepare screw for skull ground (15 minutes)

• Prepare a length of ~3” of stainless steel wire (I) and strip about 1 cm from one end.
• Wrap the stripped end of the wire several times around a 00-90 screw (N) just under the screw head.
• Position the tip of the wire on top of the screw head and secure using silverprint.
  o It is usually necessary to apply multiple coats to ensure a solid bond.
  o Make sure that the slot on the screw head is not obstructed.

Implant Surgery Notes

• Retract all microelectrodes before placing the implant.
• Attach the grounded skull screw to a ground slot on the EIB.
• Attach the wires from EMG (or other auxiliary recordings to the open space on the EIB).
• After snapping together the protective shell, secure to drive body with two screws
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